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Dear Candidates & Campaigns,
Running for office can be a daunting task and after making the big decision, there are a number
of steps to take to guarantee a place on the ballot. Here at the San Diego County Registrar of
Voters Office, we are dedicated to administering fair, transparent, accurate and secure elections
and in so doing, it is our charge to help all qualified and prospective candidate through the filing
process so their name can be placed on the ballot. We strive to make the experience as
straightforward as possible. As you continue on this campaign path, I hope you will find
particularly helpful our Candidate and Campaign Services Team, who has prepared months in
advance for the upcoming November 6, 2018 Gubernatorial General Election. Their work starts
by being ready for the candidate nomination period (July 16 to August 10) and publishing this
Candidate Filing Guide for you to use as a resource.
The Guide has been prepared to summarize major provisions of the California Elections Code
and other laws. It is not all encompassing; it merely summarizes the major provisions related to
candidates running for office in our county. Candidates, political committees, and anyone
interested in elective office should not rely solely on this Guide, but should contact my office at
(858) 505-7260 for more detailed information, or seek advice from a consultant/legal counsel.
It also contains a variety of candidate services we offer to help you in managing the campaign.
From registered voter and mail ballot voter data to customized maps, you will find some of the
fundamental necessities to run an effective campaign.
After reviewing the Guide, if you have questions or require any type of clarification, know that
you can count on us to answer your questions or refer you to the proper individual or
organization who will be best able to assist you.
Let me end by saying that our San Diego voting community has a long and proud tradition of
being vibrant and engaged. We have demonstrated this through our voter turnout which is
generally at the top in the region. For example, in the 2016 Presidential General Election, we
posted the highest turnout at 81.5%. As you are stomping the campaign trail, I hope you will
experience for yourself the amazing and engaged community we live in and take it with you
whatever the election outcome.
Fondly,

L. MICHAEL VU
Registrar of Voters
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CHAPTER 1
FAQs & Calendar of Events

FILING GUIDE INFORMATION
FAQs
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
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COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO - REGISTRAR OF VOTERS
5600 Overland Avenue
San Diego, California 92123
(858) 565-5800
sdvote.com
Office Hours: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Monday through Friday (excluding state/county holidays)

ELECTION FILING GUIDE
This Candidate Filing Guide has been prepared to assist you in filing documents
relating to the election. It includes a calendar of events and summary of provisions
and filing requirements. It is not intended to provide legal advice and is for general
guidance only.
Please note that it is not within the purview of this office to determine whether a
candidate meets the requirements for holding office. Individuals with questions
concerning their own or other candidate qualifications or other related matters should
seek legal counsel.
No duty is imposed upon the Registrar of Voters to determine whether a candidate
meets the requirements for holding office. The Declaration of Candidacy that each
candidate must sign states that the candidate meets the statutory and/or constitutional
qualifications for office including, but not limited to, citizenship, residency, and party
preference, if applicable.
Candidates and others using this Guide must bear full responsibility to make their own
determinations as to all legal standards, duties and factual material contained therein.
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FAQs
Q: How may I apply to run for office?
A: You may visit the Campaign Services Section located on the 2nd Floor, or by calling 858-505-7260 for
information on the offices up for election, qualifications, filing dates, and eligibility to run for office. If
you are interested in a City office, please visit the respective City Clerk’s Office or view the City’s
website.
Q: How do I find my voting districts?
A: You may visit sdvote.com and enter your voter information to check your voting districts.
Q: May I have someone pick up my paperwork?
A: Yes. However, we require the Authorization Form signed by the candidate. If the authorized person is
also filing the candidate’s nomination documents, the Declaration of Candidacy must be notarized.
Q: What are the office hours to obtain nomination documents?
A: The Registrar of Voters Office will be open between 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, except
on holidays. It is recommended that individuals who wish to take out nomination documents arrive at
least 1 hour before 5 p.m.
Q: How long will it take to complete documents?
A: The time frame varies and depends on how accurately the candidate completes required documents.
To avoid delays especially on the deadline to file nomination forms, we recommend candidates file their
documents early.
Q: Can I fax or email my official candidate filing documents?
A: No. The Registrar of Voters Office requires original signed forms.
Q: Is it possible to correct the wording or spelling on a candidate statement after submission?
A: No. The statement may be withdrawn, but not changed. During the nomination filing period, you will
be required to submit a signed written statement to withdraw your original statement then file a new
statement. If you wish to withdraw your statement and not submit a new statement, you have until
5 p.m. of the next working day after the close of the nomination period. After this period, your
statement cannot be withdrawn.
Q: Can a candidate change his/her mind about running for office after filing nomination documents?
A: A candidate running for a school, community college or special district may not withdraw his or her
declaration of candidacy after 5 p.m. on the 88th day prior to the general election.
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FAQs (Continued)
Q: What is the order of the candidates’ names on the ballot?
A: The order of candidate names is determined by the “randomized alphabet” that is drawn by the
Secretary of State on August 16. If the office overlaps more than one county, they will follow the
respective county randomized alphabet.
Q: Will I be able to find out who is running for office?
A: The Registrar of Voters Office will publish a daily list of candidates who have been issued and have
filed nomination documents via our website at sdvote.com.
Q: What is the Top Two Primary?
A: On June 8, 2010, California voters approved Proposition 14, which created the “Top Two Open
Primary Act.” The purpose of this Act is to change the primary election process for congressional,
statewide, and legislative contests. These offices are now called “voter-nominated” offices.
Under the “Top Two Open Primary Act,” all voters are allowed to choose any candidate in a primary
election regardless of the candidate’s or the voter’s political party preference. The two candidates for
each contest who receive the highest number of votes—regardless of political party preference—will
appear on the general election ballot.
The “Top Two Open Primary Act” does not affect the election of U.S. President or county central
committee offices, which continues to be party-specific. Only members of a particular party will be
allowed to vote for candidates seeking their political party’s nomination.
Primary elections for nonpartisan offices are also not affected by the “Top Two Open Primary Act.”
All local offices such as county, city, school, special districts, and judges are nonpartisan. All voters,
regardless of party preference, are permitted to vote for all candidates for nonpartisan office.
Q: If a contest does not appear on the ballot due to an insufficient number of candidates, can a
candidate statement fee be refunded?
A: Yes. A candidate statement fee will be refunded if the contest does not require an election.
Q: Where can I research the contributions and/or expenditures of a committee?
A: You may visit sdvote.com and review the Campaign Disclosure Public Access portal for the County.
Specific campaign finance disclosure forms are required to report election campaign contribution and
expenditure activities. To view federal disclosure, please visit the Federal Election Commission’s website
(fec.gov). To view state disclosure, please visit the Secretary of State’s website (sos.ca.gov). To view City
disclosure, please view the City’s website.
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FAQs (Continued)
Q: Can I e-File my financial forms with your office?
A: Yes. For information on our eCampaign portal, you may contact the Campaign Services Section by
calling 858-505-7260. This free online service is available to any local committee that is required to file
campaign disclosure documents with our office.
Q: Any helpful links?
A: The California Secretary of State: sos.ca.gov, the Fair Political Practices Commission: fppc.ca.gov, the
Federal Voting Assistance Program: fvap.gov, and the California Elections Code (CA Legislative
Information): leginfo.legislature.ca.gov.
Q: Can I request voter information?
A: Yes, voter registration information can be provided to any candidate for federal, state or local office.
An application, valid photo ID and payment are required. You may contact the Campaign Services
Section for cost information by calling 858-505-7260.
Q: How do I find out the election results?
A: On Election Night, results are available at sdvote.com. After Election Day, updated results will be
posted on a schedule published by the Registrar of Voters. All results are unofficial until completion of
the official canvass.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
DAYS
BEFORE
ELECTION

EVENT

July 16

113

NOMINATION PERIOD – FIRST DAY
First day nomination forms for local districts may be issued. (E.C. Sec. 10510)

July 31

98

BALLOT DESIGNATION - RUN-OFF CANDIDATES
Last day for candidates involved in a run-off election from the June Primary
to submit a change in ballot designation. (E.C. Sec. 13107)

88

FINANCIAL AND CAMPAIGN DISCLOSURE
Last day to submit Statement of Economic Interest – Form 700.
This filing is not required if the candidate has filed this statement within the
past 60 days. (Gov. Code Sec. 87200-87203, 87500)

DATE

August 10

August 10

88

NOMINATION PERIOD – LAST DAY
No later than 5 p.m. on this day, all candidates must file their declaration of
candidacy, ballot designation worksheet and optional candidate statement.
(E.C. Sec. 10407, 10510, 10603, BOS I-1)

August 10

88

CANDIDATE WITHDRAWAL
No candidate who has filed may withdraw after 5 p.m. on this date.
(E.C. Sec. 10510, 10603)

August 10

88

LOCAL MEASURES –
SCHOOLS, SPECIAL DISTRICTS, CITIES AND COUNTY
Last day to receive a resolution from local jurisdictions for a measure to
appear on the ballot. (E.C. Sec. 10403, Ed. Code Sec. 5322)

August 10

88

RUN-OFF CANDIDATE STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS
Last day for local candidates involved in a run-off election from the June
Primary to submit a new statement of qualifications. (E.C. Sec 13307)

87-78

REVIEW PERIOD
Candidate statement of qualifications are available for public examination
for a period of 10 calendar days immediately following the filing deadline.

August 11
through
August 20

August 13

(E.C. Sec 13313)

85

CANDIDATE STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS WITHDRAWAL
For jurisdictions where candidate filing ended on August 10, statements
may be withdrawn, but not changed, until 5 p.m. of the next business day.
Withdrawal request must be in writing and signed by the candidate.
(E.C. Sec. 13307)

August 15

August 15

83

NOMINATION PERIOD – EXTENSION
Last day of extension for filing nomination documents if incumbent has not
filed by August 10. Extension does not apply to Community Planning
Groups. (E.C. Sec.10516, 10604)

83

CANDIDATE WITHDRAWAL – EXTENSION
No candidate who has filed may withdraw after this date. This date is
applicable only in districts with a 5-day extension of the filing period because
an incumbent did not file. (E.C. Sec.10516, 10604)

CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS (Continued)
DAYS
BEFORE
ELECTION

EVENT

82

FILE PETITION TO HOLD ELECTION
Last day to file a petition signed by 10% of the voters or 50 voters, whichever
is less, requesting that a general district election be held if nominees do not
exceed the number of offices to be filled. (E.C. Sec. 10515)

August 16

82

CANDIDATE STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS WITHDRAWAL
For offices with a 5-day extension, statements may be withdrawn, but not
changed, until 5 p.m. of the next business day. Withdrawal request must be
in writing and signed by the candidate. (E.C. Sec. 13307)

August 16

82

RANDOM ALPHABET
There shall be a random drawing of the alphabet at 11 a.m. to determine the
order in which candidates’ names appear on the ballot. (E.C. Sec. 13112)

DATE

August 16

August 17

81

CANDIDATE LIST – INCORPORATED CITIES
Last day for a City Clerk to file with the Registrar of Voters a list of the names
and ballot designations of city candidates to appear on the ballot.
(E.C. Sec. 10403)

August 23

75

FPPC/CAMPAIGN DISCLOSURE SEMINAR
Presented by the Fair Political Practices Commission to explain campaign
finance laws and restrictions. (See page 54 of this Guide for details.)

September 10

57

WRITE-IN CANDIDATES – FIRST DAY
First day for a person desiring to be a qualified write-in candidate to file the
required documents with the Registrar of Voters. (E.C. Sec. 8601)

September 27
Through
October 27

40-10

MAIL SAMPLE BALLOT & VOTER INFORMATION PAMPHLETS
Between these dates the county elections official shall mail a Sample Ballot
& Voter Information Pamphlet with polling place location to each registered
voter. (E.C. Sec. 13300 – 13304)

September 27

40

CAMPAIGN DISCLOSURE – 1st PRE-ELECTION DEADLINE
Each candidate listed on the ballot must file Form 460 or Form 470.

29-7

VOTE BY MAIL
Between these dates the county elections official shall process applications
for a vote by mail voter’s ballot. Any applications received prior to October 8
shall be kept and processed during this period. (E.C. Sec. 3001)

October 22

15

VOTER REGISTRATION DEADLINE
Last day to register to vote in the November General Election. (E.C. Sec. 2102)
After this date, individuals wishing to vote may register and provisionally vote
at the Registrar of Voters Office.

October 23

14

WRITE-IN CANDIDATES – LAST DAY
Last day for a person desiring to be a qualified write-in candidate to file the
required documents with the Registrar of Voters. (E.C. Sec. 8601)

October 8
through
October 30

CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS (Continued)
DATE

DAYS
BEFORE
ELECTION

EVENT

12

CAMPAIGN DISCLOSURE – 2nd PRE-ELECTION DEADLINE
All committees must file Form 460.

October 31
through
November 6

6-0

VOTE BY MAIL – IN PERSON ONLY
During this period vote by mail ballots are available at the Registrar of Voters
Office when conditions prevent voting at polling place. A written application
signed by the voter under penalty of perjury is required. (E.C. Sec. 3021)

November 3-4

3-2

WEEKEND VOTING
The Registrar of Voters Office will be open the Saturday and Sunday before
the election to assist voters unable to go to the polls on election day.

October 25

November 6

0

ELECTION DAY
Polls and Registrar of Voters Office open from 7 a.m. until 8 p.m.
(E.C. Sec. 14212)

November 30

+24

TERM BEGINS: BORREGO WATER
Members take office on the last Friday in November. (Water Code Sec. 35204)

December 3

+27

TERM BEGINS: STATE LEGISLATIVE OFFICES
State Senators and Members of the State Assembly take office on the first
Monday in December following the election. (California Constitution Ar. IV, Sec. 2)

December 3

+27

TERM BEGINS: SAN DIEGO COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
SAN DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Members take office on the first Monday after the first day of December.
(San Diego City Charter Sec. 66)

December 6

December 7

+30

+31

ELECTION CERTIFICATION
The Registrar is required to certify the November 6 General no later than 30
days after the election. (E.C. Sec. 10000)
TERM BEGINS: HOSPITAL DISTRICTS
IRRIGATION DISTRICTS
SCHOOL GOVERNING BOARDS
UNIFORM (SPECIAL) DISTRICTS (Except Borrego Water)
Members, elected or appointed, take office on the first Friday in December
following the election. (E.C. Sec. 10554, Ed. Code Sec. 5017, Health & Safety Code Sec.
32100.5, Water Code Sec. 21101)

January 3, 2019

January 7, 2019

+58

TERM BEGINS: REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
Members take office on the third day of January, unless a different day is
appointed by law. (U.S. Constitution Amendment XX, Sec. 2)

+62

TERM BEGINS: COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
JUDICIAL OFFICES
COMMUNITY PLANNING GROUPS
MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICTS
Members take office the first Monday after January 1st following the elections.
(Gov. Code Sec. 24200, Water Code Sec. 71253, B/S Policy I-1)
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GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS
TO RUN FOR AND HOLD PUBLIC OFFICE
AGE/
CITIZENSHIP

A person is not permitted to hold a civil office if at the time of his/her election or appointment he/she is
not 18 years of age and a citizen of the state. (Gov. Code Sec. 1020)

REGISTERED
VOTER/
DISTRICT
RESIDENT

Unless otherwise specifically provided, no person is eligible to be elected or appointed to an elective
office unless that person is a registered voter and otherwise qualified to vote for that office at the time
that nomination papers are issued to the person or at the time of the person’s appointment, except
Superior Court. (E.C. Sec. 201)

CONVICTION
OF CRIMES

A person is disqualified from holding any office upon conviction of designated crimes as specified in
the Constitution and laws of the State. (Gov. Code Sec. 1021)

FILE FOR
MORE THAN
ONE OFFICE

No person may file nomination papers . . . for more than one office at the same election.
(E.C. Sec. 8003b, San Diego Municipal Code Sec. 27.0211).

SPECIFIC QUALIFICATIONS
Cuyamaca Water
Wynola Water
(Water Code Sec.
3400 et seq.)

CALIFORNIA
WATER
DISTRICTS

These are
landowners
districts.

Borrego Water
COMMUNITY
PLANNING
GROUPS
COMMUNITY
SERVICES
DISTRICTS
COUNTY
WATER
DISTRICTS
FIRE
PROTECTION
DISTRICT

Each director shall be one of the following:
(a) A holder of title to land within the district.
(b) The legal representative of a holder of title to land within the district in
accordance with Section 34030. (“Legal representative” means either of the
following:
(a) A duly appointed and acting guardian, executor, or administrator of the
estate of a holder of title to land.
(b) A person duly authorized to act for, and on behalf of, a holder of title to
land that is not a natural person.)
(c) A representative designated by a holder of title to land within the district, if
the holder has filed with the district written evidence of that designation.
Term begins: December 7, 2018
(E.C. Sec. 10554, Water Code Sec. 31500)
Each director shall be a resident voter, not a landowner.
Term begins: November 30, 2018 – Borrego Water
(Water Code Sec. 35201, 35204)

Each member shall be a registered voter residing within the community or subregional area (if
applicable). (Board of Supervisors Policy I-1; See Page 80)
Term begins: January 7, 2019 (Board of Supervisors Policy I-1)
Each director shall be a registered voter residing within the district. (Gov. Code Sec. 61200)
Term begins: December 7, 2018 (E.C. Sec. 10554, Gov. Sec. Code 61400)
Each director shall be a registered voter residing within the district. (Gov. Code Sec. 61200)
Term begins: December 7, 2018 (E.C. Sec. 10554, Gov. Sec. Code 61400)
Exception: Canebrake County Water District candidates shall be either a voter of the district or an
owner of land within the district. (Water Code Se. 30513)
Each member of a district board shall be a registered voter and a resident of the district. (Health &
Safety Code Sec. 13841)
Term Begins: December 7, 2018 (E.C. Sec. 10554, Health & Safety Code Sec. 13843)
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SPECIFIC QUALIFICATIONS (Continued)

HOSPITAL
DISTRICTS

IRRIGATION
DISTRICTS

MUNICIPAL
WATER
DISTRICTS
PUBLIC
UTILITY
DISTRICT

SCHOOL
GOVERNING
BOARDS

Each member shall be a registered voter residing in the district.
(a) Except as provided in subdivision (d), no person who is a director, policymaking management
employee, or medical staff officer of a hospital owned or operated by a district shall do either of
the following:
(1) Possess any ownership interest in any other hospital serving the same area as that served by
the district hospital of which the person is a director, policymaking management employee, or
medical staff officer.
(2) Be a director, policymaking management employee, or medical staff officer of any hospital
serving the same area as the area served by the district hospital.
(b) For the purposes of this section, a hospital shall be considered to serve the same area as a district
hospital when more than 5 percent of the hospital’s patient admissions are residents of the district.
(c) For purposes of this section, the possession of an ownership interest, including stocks, bonds, or
other securities by the spouse or minor children or any person shall be deemed to be the
possession or interest of the person.
(d) No person shall serve concurrently as a director or policymaking management employee of a
district and as a director or policymaking management employee of any other hospital serving the
same area as the district, unless the boards of directors of the district and the hospital have
determined that the situation will further joint planning, efficient delivery of health care services,
and the best interest of the areas served by their respective hospitals, or unless the district and
the hospital are affiliated under common ownership, lease, or any combination thereof.
(e) Any candidate who elects to run for the office of member of the board of directors of a district, and
who owns stock in, or who works for any health care facility that does not serve the same area
served by the district in which the office is sought, shall disclose on the ballot his or her occupation
and place of employment.
(Health & Safety Sec. 32110)
Term begins: December 7, 2018 (E.C. Sec. 10554, Health & Safety Sec. 32100.5)
Each director… shall be a voter in the district and a resident of the division that he or she represents
at the time of his or her nomination… and through his or her entire term. (Water Code Sec. 21100)
Term begins: December 7, 2018 (Water Code Sec. 21100)
Exception: Helix Water and Lakeside Water Districts have eliminated “Irrigation” from the district name.
However, “Irrigation District” laws are applicable.
Each director shall be a resident of the division from which he is elected. (Water Code Sec. 71250)
Term begins: January 7, 2019 (Water Code Sec. 71253, Gov. Code Sec. 24200)
Exception: Otay Water has eliminated “Municipal” from the district name. However, “Municipal Water
District” laws are applicable.
Each director shall be a resident and qualified elector of the district. (Public Utility Code Sec. 15952)
Term begins: December 7, 2018 (E.C. Sec. 10554, Public Utility Code Sec. 16152)
Each member shall be a resident and registered voter of the school district and trustee area (if
applicable)… Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no person shall file nomination papers for
more than one district office… at the same election. An employee of a school district may not be sworn
into office as an elected or appointed member of that school district’s governing board unless and until
he or she resigns as an employee. If the employee does not resign, the employment will automatically
terminate upon being sworn into office. (E.C. Sec. 10603, Ed. Code Sec. 35107)
Term begins: December 7, 2018 (Ed. Code Sec. 5017)
Exception: San Diego Community College and San Diego Unified School Districts Members take office
on the first Monday after the first day of December.
Term begins: December 3, 2018 (San Diego City Charter Sec. 66)
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INCOMPATIBILITY OF OFFICES
The Political Reform Act does not prohibit any office holder from holding multiple public
offices or seeking more than one elective office. For example, a deputy district attorney
can hold the office of city council member, or a water board director may also be elected
to a park and recreation district. There are, however, instances of holding more than one
office that are considered incompatible.
There is no single statute that defines “incompatibility of offices.” The common law
doctrine of incompatibility of offices, however, prevents an elected official from holding
two offices simultaneously if the offices have overlapping and conflicting public
duties.
The courts have defined this concept as follows: “One individual may not simultaneously
hold two public offices where the functions of the offices concerned are inherently
inconsistent, as where there are conflicting interests, or where the nature of the duties of
the two offices is such as to render it improper due to considerations of public policy for
one person to retain both.”
The State of California Attorney General’s Office has issued many opinions of particular
compatibility questions. Here are six examples of incompatible offices:
1. The offices of city councilmember and school district board member where the city
and the school district have territory in common;
2. Fire chief of a county fire protection district and member of the board of supervisors
of the same county;
3. High school district trustee and trustee of an elementary school district which is
wholly within the geographic boundaries of the high school district;
4. Water district director and a city council member,
5. Water district director and a school district trustee having territory in common; and
6. Deputy Sheriff and county supervisor.
If you have a question about whether two public offices which you hold or seek to hold
would be considered incompatible, please contact the Attorney General’s office at (916)
324-5437 or visit their website, oag.ca.gov. For further information about conflict of
interest or incompatibility of offices, contact the Fair Political Practices Commission toll
free at 1-866-275-3772 or visit their website at fppc.ca.gov.
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OFFICES TO BE ELECTED
SCHOOL DISTRICTS
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

UNION/UNIFIED SCHOOL

*Grossmont-Cuyamaca
MiraCosta
Palomar
*San Diego
Southwestern

Alpine Union
Bonsall Unified
Borrego Springs Unified
Cajon Valley Union
Cardiff
Carlsbad Unified
Chula Vista Elementary
Coronado Unified
Dehesa
Del Mar Union
Encinitas Union
Escondido Union
Fallbrook Union Elementary

HIGH SCHOOL
Escondido Union
Fallbrook Union
Grossmont Union
Julian Union
San Dieguito Union
Sweetwater Union

Jamul-Dulzura Union
Julian Union
La Mesa-Spring Valley
Lakeside Union
Lemon Grove
Mountain Empire Unified
National
Oceanside Unified
Poway Unified
Ramona Unified
Rancho Santa Fe
*San Diego Unified
San Marcos Unified

San Pasqual Union
San Ysidro
Santee
Solana Beach
South Bay Union
Spencer Valley
Vallecitos
Valley Center-Pauma
Unified
Vista Unified
Warner Unified
*Candidate filing held
during Feb-Mar, 2018

SPECIAL DISTRICTS
COMMUNITY
PLANNING
Alpine
Boulevard
Campo/Lake Morena
Crest/Dehesa/
Harbison Canyon/
Granite Hills
Descanso
Fallbrook
Jamul/Dulzura
Julian
Lakeside
Pine Valley
Potrero
Rainbow
Ramona
San Dieguito
Spring Valley
Sweetwater
Valle De Oro
Valley Center

COMMUNITY
SERVICES
Descanso
Community Water
Fairbanks Ranch
Jacumba
Julian
Majestic Pines
Morro Hills
Pauma Valley
Rancho Santa Fe
Rincon Ranch
Valley Center
Park & Recreation

FIRE
PROTECTION
Alpine
Bonita-Sunnyside
Borrego Springs
Deer Springs
Julian-Cuyamaca
Lakeside
Lower Sweetwater
North County
Rancho Santa Fe
San Miguel
Consolidated
Valley Center
Vista

Whispering Palms
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HEALTHCARE
Fallbrook
Grossmont
Palomar Health
Tri-City

CALIFORNIA
WATER
Borrego
Cuyamaca
(Landowner)
Wynola
(Landowner)

COUNTY WATER
Canebrake County
Coachella Valley
Leucadia Wastewater
Vallecitos

IRRIGATION
PUBLIC UTILITY
Helix
Fallbrook
Lakeside
Santa Fe
South Bay
Vista
MUNICIPAL WATER
Mootamai
Rainbow
Olivenhain
Ramona
Otay
Rincon del Diablo
Padre Dam
San Luis Rey
Pauma
Valley Center
Questhaven
Yuima

RUN-OFF ELECTIONS – TOP TWO
PURPOSE

Several candidates/offices are involved in run-off elections, after being successful in the
Primary Election. Those involved are listed on the following pages.

VOTERNOMINATED
TOP-TWO

The following voter-nominated offices voted on at the Primary Elections will appear on the
General Election ballot. Candidates will include the top two nominees who were chosen by
the vote at the Primary Election. (E.C. 15451)
U.S. Senate, Congressional Offices, Statewide Offices and State Legislative Offices.
Nonpartisan candidates must receive a majority (over 50%) of the vote to win in the Primary
Election or face the candidate with the next highest number of votes in the General
Election.
Exceptions:

 Grossmont-Cuyamaca Community College
NONPARTISAN
CANDIDATES


This district ALWAYS run-off in November. Only voters of the CANDIDATE home
district are eligible to vote in the Primary Election, with the top two candidates
automatically entering a run-off in the General Election. Voters within the Trustee
Area then select the winner in the General Election.
San Diego Community College and San Diego Unified School Districts
These districts ALWAYS run-off in November. Only voters of the CANDIDATE
home district are eligible to vote in the Primary Election, with the top two
candidates automatically entering a run-off in the General Election. Voters
throughout the entire district then select the winner in the General Election.
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RUN-OFF ELECTIONS – TOP TWO
VOTER-NOMINATED OFFICES
UNITED STATES SENATOR
Kevin De Leon (D)
Dianne Feinstein (D)

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
TH

49 DISTRICT
Diane L. Harkey (R)
Mike Levin (D)
52ND DISTRICT
Scott Peters (D)
Omar Qudrat (R)

50TH DISTRICT
Ammar Campa-Najjar (D)
Duncan Hunter (R)

51ST DISTRICT
Juan M. Hidalgo Jr. (R)
Juan Vargas (D)
RD
53 DISTRICT
Susan A. Davis (D)
Morgan Murtaugh (R)

STATE OFFICES
GOVERNOR
John H. Cox (R)
Gavin Newsom (D)
CONTROLLER
Konstantinos Roditis (R)
Betty T. Yee (D)
INSURANCE COMMISSIONER
Ricardo Lara (D)
Steve Poizner (NPP)

LT. GOVERNOR
SECRETARY OF STATE
Ed Hernandez (D)
Mark P. Meuser (R)
Eleni Kounalakis (D)
Alex Padilla (D)
TREASURER
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Greg Conlon (R)
Steven C Bailey (R)
Fiona Ma (D)
Xavier Becerra (D)
BOARD OF EQUALIZATION – 4th DISTRICT
Joel Anderson (R)
Mike Schaefer (D)

MEMBER OF THE STATE SENATE
TH

36 DISTRICT
Patricia C. “Pat” Bates (R)
Marggie Castellano (D)

38TH DISTRICT
Jeff Griffith (D)
Brian W. Jones (R)

40TH DISTRICT
Ben Hueso (D)
Luis R. Vargas (R)

MEMBER OF THE STATE ASSEMBLY
ST

71 DISTRICT
75TH DISTRICT
76TH DISTRICT
77TH DISTRICT
James Elia (D)
Alan Geraci (D)
Tasha Boerner Horvath (D)
Sunday Gover (D)
Randy Voepel (R)
Marie Waldron (R)
Elizabeth Warren (D)
Brian Maienschein (R)
TH
TH
78 DISTRICT
79 DISTRICT
80TH DISTRICT
Maggie J. Campbell (R)
John Moore (R)
Lorena Gonzalez Fletcher (D)
Todd Gloria (D)
Shirley N. Weber (D)
Lincoln Pickard (R)
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RUN-OFF ELECTIONS – TOP TWO
NONPARTISAN OFFICES
STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Tony K. Thurmond
Marshall Tuck

SUPERIOR COURT – OFFICE NO. 37
Matt Brower
Gary Kreep

GROSSMONT-CUYAMACA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
TRUSTEE AREA 1
Linda Cartwright
Jonathan John Olsen

TRUSTEE AREA 2
Bill Exeter
Debbie Justeson

TRUSTEE AREA 5
Brad Monroe
Teresa A Rosiak

SAN DIEGO COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
DISTRICT A
Diane Hickman
Maria Nieto Senour

DISTRICT C
Loren S. Casuto
Craig Milgrim

DISTRICT E
David Alvarez
Sean Elo

SAN DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
DISTRICT B
Kevin Beiser
Tom Keliinoi

DISTRICT C
Michael McQuary
Marcia Nordstrom

COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
DISTRICT No. 4
Bonnie Dumanis
Nathan Fletcher

DISTRICT No. 5
Jim Desmond
Michelle Gomez
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SCHOOL DISTRICTS
POSITIONS TO BE FILLED AND ESTIMATED COST OF CANDIDATE STATEMENTS
DISTRICT/INCUMBENT
* 2-year term
ALPINE UNION SCHOOL
Glenn Dickie
Al Guerra
Eric Wray
BONSALL UNIFIED SCHOOL
Timothy Coen
Lou Riddle
Sylvia Tucker
*Eric Ortega (Appt.)
BORREGO SPRINGS UNIFIED SCHOOL
Judy Coyle
Susan Vescera
*Valeen Szabo (Appt.)
CAJON VALLEY UNION SCHOOL
Trustee Area 1 Tamara Otero
Trustee Area 2 Jill Barto
Trustee Area 3 Jo Alegria
CARDIFF SCHOOL
Dave Clark
Siena Randall
Mark Whitehouse
CARLSBAD UNIFIED SCHOOL
Trustee Area 1 Veronica Williams
Trustee Area 4 Claudine Jones
Trustee Area 5 Kathy Rallings
CHULA VISTA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Seat No. 1 Francisco Tamayo
Seat No. 3 Leslie Bunker
Seat No. 5 Eduardo Reyes
CORONADO UNIFIED SCHOOL
Lee Pontes
Lou Smith
Esther Valdes
DEHESA SCHOOL
Christina Becker
Karl Becker
Cynthia White
*Karen Kirkpatrick (Appt.)
DEL MAR UNION SCHOOL
Kristin Gibson
Douglas Rafner
Scott Wooden
ENCINITAS UNION SCHOOL
Emily Andrade
Gregg Sonken
Marla Strich
ESCONDIDO UNION HIGH SCHOOL
Trustee Area 1 Tina Pope
Trustee Area 2 Bill Durney
Trustee Area 5 Jon Petersen

POSITIONS TO BE
FILLED
4-year

2-year

3

CANDIDATE STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS
No. of Words

Cost

200

$ 385

3

1

200

$ 378

2

1

200

$ 315

Area 1: $ 441
Area 2: $ 406
Area 3: $ 364
Elections by-trustee areas for Governing Board Members. Candidates must live in and
be registered to vote in the Trustee Area.
3

200

3

200

$ 357

Area 1: $ 364
Area 4: $ 371
Area 5: $ 364
Elections by-trustee areas for Governing Board Members. Candidates must live in and
be registered to vote in the Trustee Area.
3

200

3

200

$ 1,400

Candidates must declare a seat number, but are voted on “at large” (by the voters of
the district).
3

200

$ 378

200

$ 315

3

200

$ 490

3

200

$ 644

3

1

Area 1: $ 364
Area 2: $ 434
Area 5: $ 441
Elections by-trustee areas for Governing Board Members. Candidates must live in and
be registered to vote in the Trustee Area.
3

200
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SCHOOL DISTRICTS (Continued)
POSITIONS TO BE FILLED AND ESTIMATED COST OF CANDIDATE STATEMENTS
DISTRICT/INCUMBENT
* 2-year term
ESCONDIDO UNION SCHOOL
Trustee Area 2 Joan Gardner
Trustee Area 4 Zesty Harper
Trustee Area 5 Gary Altenburg
FALLBROOK UNION ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Darryl Buntin
Patricia de Jong
Patrick Rusnell
FALLBROOK UNION HIGH SCHOOL
Richard Goodlake
Sherry Ludwig
James O’Donnell
GROSSMONT UNION HIGH SCHOOL
Trustee Area 3 Gary Woods
Trustee Area 4 Robert Shield
Trustee Area 5 Jim Kelly
JAMUL-DULZURA UNION SCHOOL
Jim Dowling
Shea Quinci (Appt.)
Marcia Spurgeon
JULIAN UNION HIGH SCHOOL
Erik Fleet
Katherine Moretti
Tom Skibinski, Jr.
*Joy Booth (Appt.)
JULIAN UNION SCHOOL
Elaine Bicanic (Appt.)
Susan Slaughter
Nicole Vanderburg (Appt.)
*Robyn Schellenberg (Appt.)
LA MESA-SPRING VALLEY SCHOOL
Rebekah Basson (Appt.)
David Chong
Bob Duff
LAKESIDE UNION SCHOOL
Gelia Cook
Holly Ferrante (Appt.)
Bonnie La Chappa
LEMON GROVE SCHOOL
Katie Dexter
Larry Loschen
Timothy Shaw
MIRACOSTA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Trustee Area 1 Ana Pedroza (Appt.)
Trustee Area 2 Rick Cassar
Trustee Area 6 David Broad
Trustee Area 7 William Fischer

POSITIONS TO BE
FILLED
4-year

2-year

CANDIDATE STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS
No. of Words

Cost

Area 2: $ 441
3
200
Area 4: $ 413
Area 5: $ 420
Elections by-trustee areas for Governing Board Members. Candidates must live in and
be registered to vote in the Trustee Area.
3

200

$ 455

3

200

$ 462

Area 3: $ 553
Area 4: $ 693
Area 5: $ 693
Elections by-trustee areas for Governing Board Members. Candidates must live in and
be registered to vote in the Trustee Area.
3

200

3

200

$ 343

3

1

200

$ 322

3

1

200

$ 322

3

400

$ 1,615

3

200

$ 469

3

200

$ 434

Area 1: $ 546
Area 2: $ 574
4
200
Area 6: $ 434
Area 7: $ 497
Elections by-trustee areas for Governing Board Members. Candidates must live in and
be registered to vote in the Trustee Area.
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SCHOOL DISTRICTS (Continued)
POSITIONS TO BE FILLED AND ESTIMATED COST OF CANDIDATE STATEMENTS
DISTRICT/INCUMBENT
* 2-year term
MOUNTAIN EMPIRE UNIFIED SCHOOL
Trustee Area 1 Bill Troutt
Trustee Area 3 Ken Northcote
Trustee Area 4 Beryl Buchanan
Trustee Area 5 Danny Nunez
NATIONAL SCHOOL
Maria Betancourt-Castaneda
Maria Dalla
Alma Sarmiento
OCEANSIDE UNIFIED SCHOOL
Trustee Area 1 VACANT
Trustee Area 3 Ann Corwin
Trustee Area 4 VACANT
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Mark Evilsizer
Paul McNamara
POWAY UNIFIED SCHOOL
Trustee Area B VACANT
Trustee Area C Charles Sellers/T.J. Zane
Trustee Area D Michelle O’Connor-Ratcliff
RAMONA UNIFIED SCHOOL
Rodger Dohm
Kim Lasley
Bob Stoody
RANCHO SANTA FE SCHOOL
Thomas Barton
Todd Frank
SAN DIEGUITO UNION HIGH SCHOOL
Trustee Area 1 Maureen Muir
Trustee Area 3 John Salazar
Trustee Area 5 Amy Herman
SAN MARCOS UNIFIED SCHOOL
Trustee Area C VACANT
Trustee Area E Stacy Carlson
SAN PASQUAL UNION SCHOOL
Scott Heidemann
David Hersey
Blaise Jackson
SAN YSIDRO SCHOOL
Marcos Diaz
Rodolfo Linares
Irene Lopez
SANTEE SCHOOL
Seat 1 Barbara Ryan
Seat 3 Dustin Burns
Seat 5 Kenneth Fox

POSITIONS TO BE
FILLED
4-year

2-year

CANDIDATE STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS
No. of Words

Cost

Area 1: $ 308
Area 3: $ 308
4
200
Area 4: $ 308
Area 5: $ 308
Elections by-trustee areas for Governing Board Members. Candidates must live in and
be registered to vote in the Trustee Area.
3

200

$ 469

Area 1: $ 378
Area 3: $ 357
Area 4: $ 385
Elections by-trustee areas for Governing Board Members. Candidates must live in and
be registered to vote in the Trustee Area.
3

200

2

200

$ 3,136

Area B: $ 469
Area C: $ 434
Area D: $ 441
Elections by-trustee areas for Governing Board Members. Candidates must live in and
be registered to vote in the Trustee Area.
3

200

3

200

$ 455

2

200

$ 336

Area 1: $ 462
Area 3: $ 462
Area 5: $ 448
Elections by-trustee areas for Governing Board Members. Candidates must live in and
be registered to vote in the Trustee Area.
Area C: $ 357
2
200
Area E: $ 392
Elections by-trustee areas for Governing Board Members. Candidates must live in and
be registered to vote in the Trustee Area.
3

200

3

200

$ 322

3

200

$ 420

3

200

$ 546

Candidates must declare a seat number, but are voted on “at large” (by the voters of
the district).
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SCHOOL DISTRICTS (Continued)
POSITIONS TO BE FILLED AND ESTIMATED COST OF CANDIDATE STATEMENTS
DISTRICT/INCUMBENT
* 2-year term
SOLANA BEACH SCHOOL
Vicki King
Holly Lewry
Debra Schade
SOUTH BAY UNION SCHOOL
Elvia Aguilar
Chris Brown
Melanie Ellsworth
SOUTHWESTERN COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Seat 2 Nora Vargas
Seat 4 Norma Hernandez
Seat 5 Tim Nader
SPENCER VALLEY SCHOOL
Lisa Boyer
Christi Lewis (Appt.)
SWEETWATER UNION HIGH SCHOOL
Trustee Area 1 Arturo Solis
Trustee Area 3 Frank Tarantino
Trustee Area 5 Paula Hall
VALLECITOS SCHOOL
Sally Forester (Appt.)
Michael Darnley
Martin Kurland
*Paul Georgantas (Appt.)
VALLEY CENTER-PAUMA UNIFIED SCHOOL
Jerry Fenton
Julie Stroh
Jerry West
*Mike Adams (Appt.)
VISTA UNIFIED SCHOOL
Trustee Area 2 Carol Herrera
Trustee Area 3 Jim Gibson
WARNER UNIFIED SCHOOL
Maria Hill
Katie Ostrander
Jeannean Rombal (Appt.)

POSITIONS TO BE
FILLED
4-year

2-year

CANDIDATE STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS
No. of Words

Cost

3

200

$ 476

3

200

$ 567

3

200

$ 2,016

Candidates must declare a seat number, but are voted on “at large” (by the voters of
the district).
2

200

$ 308

Area 1: $ 574
Area 3: $ 672
Area 5: $ 630
Elections by-trustee areas for Governing Board Members. Candidates must live in and
be registered to vote in the Trustee Area.
3

200

3

1

200

$ 315

3

1

400

$ 761

Area 2: $ 413
Area 3: $ 413
Elections by-trustee areas for Governing Board Members. Candidates must live in and
be registered to vote in the Trustee Area.
2

200

3

200
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$ 315

SPECIAL DISTRICTS
POSITIONS TO BE FILLED AND ESTIMATED COST OF CANDIDATE STATEMENTS
DISTRICT/INCUMBENT
* 2-year term
ALPINE COMMUNITY PLANNING
Seat 2 VACANT
Seat 4 Jim Easterling
Seat 6 Glenda L. Archer
Seat 8 Charles A. Jerney
Seat 10 Richard M. Saldano
Seat 12 George P. Barnett Jr.
Seat 14 Louis Russo
ALPINE FIRE PROTECTION
Jim Easterling
Pat Price
Martin Marugg
BONITA-SUNNYSIDE FIRE PROTECTION
James Marugg
Thomas Pocklington
BORREGO SPRINGS FIRE PROTECTION
James Peterson
Paul Reisman
BORREGO WATER
Lyle Brecht
Beth Hart
Joseph Tatusko
BOULEVARD COMMUNITY PLANNING
Seat 2 Earl A. Goodnight
Seat 4 Donna D. Tisdale
Seat 6 Thomas Michael Coyne
CAMPO/LAKE MORENA COMMUNITY
PLANNING
Seat 2 VACANT
Seat 4 Linda McCoy
Seat 6 Stephen D. Biddle
CANEBRAKE COUNTY WATER
Jerry Bucheit
Mark Robinson
Kathy Steuermann (Appt.)
*William Fair (Appt.)
COACHELLA VALLEY WATER
Division 5 Castulo R. Estrada
CREST/DEHESA/HARBISON CANYON/
GRANITE HILLS COMMUNITY PLANNING
Crest
Seat 2 Pat Ulm
Seat 4 Karla Carroll
Dehesa
Seat 6 Christina M Becker
Seat 8 William L. Bretz
Harbison Canyon
Seat 10 VACANT
Seat 12 VACANT
Granite Hills
Seat 14 Bryan T. Underwood
CUYAMACA WATER
Gary Anderson
Timothy Doyle
Roland Eddy

POSITIONS TO BE
FILLED
4-year

2-year

7

CANDIDATE STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS
No. of Words

Cost

200

$ 397

Seat numbers are for identification purposes only. Candidates are voted on “at large”
(by all voters in the district). The seven candidates with the most votes will be elected
and given seat numbers at the organizational meeting.
3

200

$ 381

2

200

DISTRICT PAYS
$ 373

2

200

$ 317

3

200

$ 317

200
$ 309
3
Seat numbers are for identification purposes only. Candidates are voted on “at large”
(by all voters in the district). The three candidates with the most votes will be elected
and given seat numbers at the organizational meeting.
3

200

$ 317

Seat numbers are for identification purposes only. Candidates are voted on “at large”
(by all voters in the district). The three candidates with the most votes will be elected
and given seat numbers at the organizational meeting.
3

1

200

$ 309

Canebrake County Water District candidates shall be either a voter of the district or an
owner of land within the district. (Water Code Sec. 30515)
200
$ 309
1
Candidates must live within the division boundaries and only voters within those
boundaries will vote on that contest.

7

200

$ 357

Seat numbers are for identification purposes only. Candidates are voted on “at large”
(by all voters in the district). The seven candidates with the most votes will be elected
and given seat numbers at the organizational meeting.

3

200

Candidates and voters must be landowners.
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$ 309

SPECIAL DISTRICTS (Continued)
POSITIONS TO BE FILLED AND ESTIMATED COST OF CANDIDATE STATEMENTS
DISTRICT/INCUMBENT
* 2-year term
DEER SPRINGS FIRE PROTECTION
James Gordon
Robert Osby
Jean Slaughter
DESCANSO COMMUNITY PLANNING
Seat 2 Jo Ellen Quinting
Seat 4 John D. Elliott
Seat 6 Claudia D’Spain White
DESCANSO COMMUNITY WATER
Gary Lee Sanner
VACANT
FAIRBANKS RANCH COMMUNITY SERVICES
Joleene Cannon
Julie Feld
Richard Sparber
FALLBROOK COMMUNITY PLANNING
Seat 2 James C. Russell
Seat 4 Eileen Delaney
Seat 6 Stephen E Brown
Seat 8 Ron Miller
Seat 10 Richard Billburg
Seat 12 Isaac Perez
Seat 14 Jerry Kalman
FALLBROOK REGIONAL HEALTH
Stephen Abbott
Howard Salmon
Gordon Tinker
FALLBROOK PUBLIC UTILITY
Division 2 Milton Davies
Division 5 Charley Wolk
GROSSMONT HEALTHCARE
Gloria Chadwick
Randy Lenac
HELIX WATER (IRRIGATION)
Division 1 *Daniel H. McMillan (Appt.)
Division 2 DeAna R. Verbeke
Division 4 Kathleen Coates Hedberg
JACUMBA COMMUNITY SERVICES
John Hogue (Appt.)
Helen Landamn (Appt.)
Lonna Marshall (Appt.)
JAMUL-DULZURA COMMUNITY PLANNING
Seat 2 Judy L. Bohlen
Seat 4 Janet W. Mulder
Seat 6 Randy White
Seat 8 Michael Casinelli
Seat 10 Jean Strouf
Seat 12 Eileen Poole
Seat 14 William Herde

POSITIONS TO BE
FILLED
4-year

2-year

3

CANDIDATE STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS
No. of Words

Cost

200

$ 373

200
$ 317
3
Seat numbers are for identification purposes only. Candidates are voted on “at large”
(by all voters in the district). The three candidates with the most votes will be elected
and given seat numbers at the organizational meeting.
2

200

$ 309

3

200

$ 317

7

200

$ 501

Seat numbers are for identification purposes only. Candidates are voted on “at large”
(by all voters in the district). The seven candidates with the most votes will be elected
and given seat numbers at the organizational meeting.
3

200

$ 493

Div. 2: $ 325
Div. 5: $ 333
Candidates shall be a voter in the district and a resident of the division. Registered
voters of the division will vote for candidates in that division only.
2

200

2

200

$ 1,939

Div. 1: $ 517
Div. 2: $ 509
Div. 4: $ 533
Candidates shall be a voter in the district and a resident of the division. Registered
voters of the division will vote for candidates in that division only.
2

1

200

3

200

$ 309

7

200

$ 357

Seat numbers are for identification purposes only. Candidates are voted on “at large”
(by all voters in the district). The seven candidates with the most votes will be elected
and given seat numbers at the organizational meeting.
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SPECIAL DISTRICTS (Continued)
POSITIONS TO BE FILLED AND ESTIMATED COST OF CANDIDATE STATEMENTS
DISTRICT/INCUMBENT
* 2-year term
JULIAN COMMUNITY PLANNING
Seat 2 Alvin R. Rikansrud Jr.
Seat 4 Katherine Moretti
Seat 6 Patrick L. Brown
Seat 8 Kenny Mushet
Seat 10 Herbert Joseph Dackermann
JULIAN COMMUNITY SERVICES
Scott Arter
Herbert J. Dackermann
Roberta Zane
JULIAN-CUYAMACA FIRE PROTECTION
Jack D. Shelver
Kirsten Starlin
LAKESIDE COMMUNITY PLANNING
Seat 2 Brian Sesko
Seat 4 Mike Anderson
Seat 6 Josef Kufa
Seat 8 Nathan Thompson
Seat 10 Milton Cyphert
Seat 12 Steve Robak
Seat 14 Julie Bugbee
LAKESIDE FIRE PROTECTION
Mike Haworth
Peter Liebig
Bob Robeson
LAKESIDE WATER (IRRIGATION)
Division 2 Pete Jenkins
Division 3 Frank Hilliker
LEUCADIA WASTEWATER
David Kulchin
Elaine Sullivan
LOWER SWEETWATER FIRE PROTECTION
Rodolfo Gonzalez
Edna Jabagat (Appt.)
*Kurt Worden
MAJESTIC PINES COMMUNITY SERVICES
Joseph Connolly
John Jones (Appt.)
MOOTAMAI MUNICIPAL WATER
Division 2 John Beresford (Appt.)
Division 3 Michael E. Biondi
Division 5 *VACANT
MORRO HILLS COMMUNITY SERVICES
Barbara Romero
Leo Romero
NORTH COUNTY FIRE PROTECTION
Kenneth Munson
Kathleen Thuner
OLIVENHAIN MUNICIPAL WATER
Division 1 Robert F. Topolovac
Division 4 Gerald E. Varty

POSITIONS TO BE
FILLED
4-year

2-year

5

CANDIDATE STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS
No. of Words

Cost

200

$ 325

Seat numbers are for identification purposes only. Candidates are voted on “at large”
(by all voters in the district). The five candidates with the most votes will be elected
and given seat numbers at the organizational meeting.
3

200

$ 309

2

200

$ 325

7

200

$ 645

Seat numbers are for identification purposes only. Candidates are voted on “at large”
(by all voters in the district). The seven candidates with the most votes will be elected
and given seat numbers at the organizational meeting.
3

200

$589

Div. 2: $ 333
Div. 3: $ 333
Candidates shall be a voter and a landowner in the district and a resident of the
division. Registered voters of the division will vote for candidates in that division only.
2

200

2

200

$ 629

200

$ 317

200

DISTRICT PAYS
$ 309

2

1

2

Div. 2: $ 309
Div. 3: $ 309
Div. 5: $ 309
Candidates must live within the division boundaries and only voters within those
boundaries will vote on that contest.
2

1

200

2

200

$ 309

2

200

$ 525

Div. 1: $ 681
Div. 4: $ 655
Candidates must live within the division boundaries and only voters within those
boundaries will vote on that contest.
2

400
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SPECIAL DISTRICTS (Continued)
POSITIONS TO BE FILLED AND ESTIMATED COST OF CANDIDATE STATEMENTS
DISTRICT/INCUMBENT
* 2-year term
OTAY WATER
Division 1 Timothy Smith
Division 3 Gary Croucher
PADRE DAM MUNICIPAL WATER
Division 1 Douglas S. Wilson
Division 3 William E. Pommering
Division 5 James F. Peasley
PALOMAR HEALTH
Dara Czerwonka
Jerry Kaufman
Hans Christian Sison
VACANT
*Dale Bardin
PAUMA MUNICIPAL WATER
Division 3 VACANT
Division 5 Rick Kariya
PAUMA VALLEY COMMUNITY SERVICES
Samuel Logan (Appt.)
Richard Nolan
Clarence Winn
PINE VALLEY COMMUNITY PLANNING
Seat 2 Vern Denham
Seat 4 Kevin Gilbert
Seat 6 Brandon Taylor
Seat 8 Susan Major King
Seat 10 Richard E. Dupree
Seat 12 Mark White
POTRERO COMMUNITY PLANNING
Seat 2 Debbie Bowman
Seat 4 Jan M. Hedlun
Seat 6 Roberto “Bob” D. Uribe Jr.
Seat 8 Carl Meyer
QUESTHAVEN MUNICIPAL WATER
Division 1 Myra Isaac
Division 3 Elysabeth Wood
Division 5 Blake Isaac
RAINBOW COMMUNITY PLANNING
Seat 2 Juanita F. Pearce
Seat 4 Jerri A. Arganda
Seat 6 Martin Aaron Kurland
Seat 8 Frederick Rasp
Seat 10 VACANT
RAINBOW MUNICIPAL WATER
Division 3 Miguel Gasca (Appt.)
Division 4 William Stewart

POSITIONS TO BE
FILLED
4-year

2-year

CANDIDATE STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS
No. of Words

Cost

Div. 1: $ 509
2
200
Div. 3: $ 485
Candidates must live within the division boundaries and only voters within those
boundaries will vote on that contest.
Div. 1: $ 397
3
200
Div. 3: $ 397
Div. 5: $ 405
Candidates must live within the division boundaries and only voters within those
boundaries will vote on that contest.

4

1

200

$ 1,939

Div. 3: $ 309
Div. 5: $ 309
Candidates must live within the division boundaries and only voters within those
boundaries will vote on that contest.
2

200

3

200

$ 309

6

200

$ 317

Seat numbers are for identification purposes only. Candidates are voted on “at large”
(by all voters in the district). The six candidates with the most votes will be elected
and given seat numbers at the organizational meeting.
4

200

$ 309

Seat numbers are for identification purposes only. Candidates are voted on “at large”
(by all voters in the district). The four candidates with the most votes will be elected
and given seat numbers at the organizational meeting.
Div. 1: $ 309
3
200
Div. 3: $ 309
Div. 5: $ 309
Candidates must live within the division boundaries and only voters within those
boundaries will vote on that contest.
5

200

$ 317

Seat numbers are for identification purposes only. Candidates are voted on “at large”
(by all voters in the district). The five candidates with the most votes will be elected
and given seat numbers at the organizational meeting.
Div. 3: $ 333
Div. 4: $ 325
Candidates must live within the division boundaries and only voters within those
boundaries will vote on that contest.
2

200
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SPECIAL DISTRICTS (Continued)
POSITIONS TO BE FILLED AND ESTIMATED COST OF CANDIDATE STATEMENTS
DISTRICT/INCUMBENT
* 2-year term
RAMONA COMMUNITY PLANNING
Seat 2 Kristi Mansolf
Seat 4 David Ross
Seat 6 Robin Joy Maxson
Seat 8 Frank D. Lucio
Seat 10 Scotty Ensign
Seat 12 Elio Noyas
Seat 14 Dan Scherer
RAMONA MUNICIPAL WATER
Division 2 James Hickle
Division 4 James Robinson, Jr. (Appt.)
RANCHO SANTA FE COMMUNITY SERVICES
Bill Hinchy
Laurel Lemarie
John Tanner
RANCHO SANTA FE FIRE PROTECTION
Tucker Stine
John C. Tanner
RINCON DEL DIABLO MUNICIPAL WATER
Division 1 Gregory Quist
Division 3 James Murtland
Division 4 Erin Lump
RINCON RANCH COMMUNITY SERVICES
Ron W. Johnson
Larry Puck
Roland Simpson (Appt.)
SAN DIEGUITO COMMUNITY PLANNING
Seat 2 Shannon Biszantz
Seat 4 Laurel Lemarie
Seat 6 Tim Parillo
Seat 8 Jacqueline Arsivaud-Benjamin
Seat 10 Steve Thomas
Seat 12 Mid Hoppenrath
SAN LUIS REY MUNICIPAL WATER
Division 1 William H. Pankey
Division 3 Thomas F. Veysey
Division 5 Christian Zaleschuk (Appt.)
SAN MIGUEL CONSOLIDATED FIRE
PROTECTION
Jim Ek
Theresa McKenna
Mike Vacio
SANTA FE IRRIGATION
Division 3 Marlene King
Division 4 Michael Hogan
Division 5 Andy Menshek (Appt.)
SOUTH BAY IRRIGATION
Division 1 Steve Castaneda
Division 4 Teresa Thomas

POSITIONS TO BE
FILLED
4-year

2-year
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CANDIDATE STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS
No. of Words

Cost

200

$ 477

Seat numbers are for identification purposes only. Candidates are voted on “at large”
(by all voters in the district). The seven candidates with the most votes will be elected
and given seat numbers at the organizational meeting.
Div. 2: $ 341
Div. 4: $ 333
Candidates must live within the division boundaries and only voters within those
boundaries will vote on that contest.
2

200

3

200

$ 349

2

200

$ 461

Div. 1: $ 421
Div. 3: $ 405
Div. 4: $ 405
Candidates must live within the division boundaries and only voters within those
boundaries will vote on that contest.
3

200

3

200

$ 309

6

200

$ 461

Seat numbers are for identification purposes only. Candidates are voted on “at large”
(by all voters in the district). The six candidates with the most votes will be elected
and given seat numbers at the organizational meeting.
Div. 1: $ 309
3
200
Div. 3: $ 309
Div. 5: $ 309
Candidates must live within the division boundaries and only voters within those
boundaries will vote on that contest.

3

200

$ 845

Div. 3: $ 325
Div. 4: $ 325
Div. 5: $ 325
Candidates shall be a voter and a resident of the division. Registered voters of the
division will vote for candidates in that division only.
Div. 1: $ 389
2
200
Div. 4: $ 413
Candidates shall be a voter in the district and a resident of the division. Registered
voters of the division will vote for candidates in that division only.
3

200
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SPECIAL DISTRICTS (Continued)
POSITIONS TO BE FILLED AND ESTIMATED COST OF CANDIDATE STATEMENTS
DISTRICT/INCUMBENT
* 2-year term
SPRING VALLEY COMMUNITY PLANNING
Seat 2 Lora M. Lowes
Seat 4 Pete Saucedo
Seat 6 John E. Eugenio
Seat 8 John Scott Shaffer
Seat 10 Chris Pearson
Seat 12 Walter W. Lake
Seat 14 Robert “Bob” Eble
SWEETWATER COMMUNITY PLANNING
Seat 2 Irene L. Blacklock
Seat 4 Daryl Christine Hern
Seat 6 Harriet G. Taylor
Seat 8 James Stokos
Seat 10 Richard Blacklock
Seat 12 Anthony P. Tieber
Seat 14 John Taylor
TRI-CITY HEALTHCARE
Division 2 Laura E. Mitchell
Division 4 VACANT
Division 6 James J. Dagostino
VALLE DE ORO COMMUNITY PLANNING
Seat 2 Alyssa Burley
Seat 4 Lori M. Myers
Seat 6 Tom Kenny
Seat 8 Mark Schuppert
Seat 10 David Steele
Seat 12 Charles R. Kossman
Seat 14 Wendy L. Tinsley Becker
VALLECITOS WATER
Division 2 James Hernandez
Division 3 Craig Elitharp
VALLEY CENTER COMMUNITY PLANNING
Seat 2 Steve Hutchison
Seat 4 Dinanath “Dina” R. Gharmalkar
Seat 6 Claire Plotner
Seat 8 Jon Vick
Seat 10 La Vonne R. Norwood
Seat 12 James Garritson
Seat 14 Susan Fajardo
VALLEY CENTER FIRE PROTECTION
Phil Bell
Steve Hutchison
Oliver Smith
VALLEY CENTER MUNICIPAL WATER
Division 2 Randy D. Haskell
Division 3 Gary A. Broomell
Division 5 Daniel E. Holtz (Appt.)
VALLEY CENTER PARKS & RECREATION
Shannon Laird
Bill Trok (Appt.)
Jon Vick

POSITIONS TO BE
FILLED
4-year

2-year

7

CANDIDATE STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS
No. of Words

Cost

200

$ 565

Seat numbers are for identification purposes only. Candidates are voted on “at large”
(by all voters in the district). The seven candidates with the most votes will be elected
and given seat numbers at the organizational meeting.
7

200

$ 373

Seat numbers are for identification purposes only. Candidates are voted on “at large”
(by all voters in the district). The seven candidates with the most votes will be elected
and given seat numbers at the organizational meeting.
3

200

Div. 2: TBD
Div. 4: TBD
Div. 6: TBD

7

200

$ 509

Seat numbers are for identification purposes only. Candidates are voted on “at large”
(by all voters in the district). The seven candidates with the most votes will be elected
and given seat numbers at the organizational meeting.
Div. 2: $ 373
Div. 3: $ 413
Candidates must live within the division boundaries and only voters within those
boundaries will vote on that contest.
2

200

7

200

$ 405

Seat numbers are for identification purposes only. Candidates are voted on “at large”
(by all voters in the district). The seven candidates with the most votes will be elected
and given seat numbers at the organizational meeting.
3

200

$ 389

Div. 2: $ 333
Div. 3: $ 333
Div. 5: $ 341
Candidates must live within the division boundaries and only voters within those
boundaries will vote on that contest.
3

200

3

200
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$ 397

SPECIAL DISTRICTS (Continued)
POSITIONS TO BE FILLED AND ESTIMATED COST OF CANDIDATE STATEMENTS
DISTRICT/INCUMBENT
* 2-year term
VISTA FIRE PROTECTION
James Elliott
Read Miller
VISTA IRRIGATION
Division 1 Marty Miller
Division 3 Paul E. Dorey
Division 4 *Patrick H. Sanchez (Appt.)
WHISPERING PALMS COMMUNITY
SERVICES
William Haynor
VACANT
WYNOLA WATER
Bill Geckeler (Appt.)
Steve Kincaid (Appt.)
Maura Maloof (Appt.)
YUIMA MUNICIPAL WATER
Division 1 Lynne Villalobos
Division 4 W.D. “Bill” Knutson

POSITIONS TO BE
FILLED
4-year

2-year

2

CANDIDATE STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS
No. of Words

Cost

200

$ 389

Div. 1: $ 389
Div. 3: $ 405
Div. 4: $ 421
Candidates shall be a voter and a landowner in the district and a resident of the
division. Registered voters of the division will vote for candidates in that division only.
2

1

200

2

200

$ 317

3

200

DISTRICT PAYS
$ 309

Candidates and voters must be landowners.
Div. 1: $ 309
Div. 4: $ 309
Candidates must live within the division boundaries and only voters within those
boundaries will vote on that contest.
2

200
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CHAPTER 3
Filing Procedures

NOMINATION PROCESS
CANDIDATE FILING DOCUMENTS
RUN-OFF CANDIDATE STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS
PUBLIC REVIEW PERIOD
WRITE-IN CANDIDATES
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NOMINATION PROCESS
All candidates desiring to have their name placed on the ballot are required to complete the nomination process.

CHECK
QUALIFICATIONS
CANDIDATE
MUST BE A
REGISTERED
VOTER

It is the candidate’s responsibility to be certain he/she meets the qualifications for
holding a particular office.
No person is eligible to be elected or appointed to an elective office unless that person is
a registered voter and otherwise qualified to vote for that office at the time nomination
papers are issued. (In some districts, the candidate must be a landowner. See “Specific
Qualifications.”)
COMMUNITY PLANNING GROUPS
SCHOOL DISTRICT

WHERE TO
OBTAIN
DOCUMENTS

All documents are available ONLY from the
Registrar of Voters Office.

UNIFORM DISTRICTS (UDEL)
All documents are available from the
(aka: SPECIAL DISTRICTS)
Registrar of Voters Office; OR from the
MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICTS
District Office.
Only the official documents may be used. Candidates or their authorized representatives
will be given instructions on the procedures to be followed at the time nomination papers
are issued.
The documents must be filed ONLY with the Registrar of Voters Office, no matter where
they were obtained, by the filing deadline.

NOMINATION
PERIOD

July 16 to August 10
Nomination documents must be obtained and filed between these dates.
August 10
Last day to file nomination documents. Must be RECEIVED in the Office of the
Registrar of Voters by 5 p.m. (E.C. Sec. 10510, 10603, B/S Policy I-1)
A postmark or scanned/faxed copies are NOT acceptable.
August 15
If the incumbent has failed to file by 5 p.m. on August 10, any qualified person other
than the person who was the incumbent on the 88th day (August 10) shall have until 5
p.m. on the 83rd day (August 15) before the election to file nomination documents for
the elective office. This section is not applicable where there is no incumbent eligible
to be elected. (E.C. Sec. 10516)
The extension DOES NOT apply to Community Planning Groups.

CANDIDATE
WITHDRAWAL

A candidate may withdraw until 5 p.m. on the last day of filing. The withdrawal must be in
writing; no phone calls.

FILING FEE

There is no filing fee required to become a candidate. However, there is a fee if a
candidate chooses to submit an optional candidate statement of qualifications. For some
districts, the governing body has determined that the district will pay these costs. See
pages 17-27 of this Guide for specific costs for each district.

APPLY EARLY

It is advisable for candidates to obtain nomination papers early during the filing period
and to file them well in advance of the filing deadline so that any potential problems may
be corrected within the deadlines.

APPOINTMENTS
AVAILABLE

As a service to candidates, the Registrar of Voters Office offers appointments to
candidates for the filing of nominating documents. To schedule an appointment, a
candidate may call 858-505-7260 at least 24 hours in advance of the desired filing date.
Appointments are available Monday through Friday and will be scheduled on an hourly
basis. Therefore, the candidate should have all material completed and ready for filing at
the scheduled time.
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CANDIDATE FILING DOCUMENTS

AUTHORIZATION
FORM FOR
CANDIDATE’S
REPRESENTATIVE

The Authorization Form for Candidate’s Representative is a document on which the
candidate may authorize another person to act as his/her representative to obtain the
required nomination documents. The candidate may use the Registrar of Voters
authorization form or prepare their own as long as the following information is provided:
name, residence address, phone number, office sought, and language indicating that the
candidate is aware that the nomination documents must be completed and filed no later
than August 10. (E.C. Sec. 8028)
Elections Code Section 202 permits a person who is deployed on active military service
outside of the state to have a declaration of candidacy, nomination paper, or any other
paper necessary to run for office filed by an attorney-in-fact who is commissioned and
empowered in writing for that purpose through a power of attorney.

DECLARATION
OF CANDIDACY

The document on which the candidate:
1. Declares himself/herself a candidate for a particular office,
2. Provides his/her name and occupational designation as to appear on the ballot,
3. Provides his/her address and phone number, and
4. States he/she is qualified and will accept the office, if elected. (E.C. Sec. 10511)
This form must be witnessed by either a notary or a Registrar of Voters deputy.

CODE OF FAIR
CAMPAIGN
PRACTICES

A voluntary document a candidate may sign and file with the Registrar of Voters. As
stated in Elections Code Sec. 20440, “The purpose in creating the Code of Fair
Campaign Practices is to give voters guidelines in determining fair play and to encourage
candidates to discuss issues instead of untruths or distortions.”

FINANCIAL
FORMS

Please follow the instruction given in the manuals and forms available from the Campaign
and Financial Disclosure Section of the Registrar of Voters Office. There are additional
details beginning on page 55.
Forms can also be downloaded from the Fair Political Practices Commission website:
fppc.ca.gov (click on “View All Forms”).

CANDIDATE
STATEMENT OF
QUALIFICATIONS

The document on which a candidate may write a statement to be mailed to the voters.
The statement will be included in the San Diego County Sample Ballot & Voter
Information Pamphlet. Please see the instructions in a separate section of this Guide and
the costs on the information page for each office. (E.C. Sec. 13307)

BALLOT
DESIGNATION
WORKSHEET

This form is REQUIRED for all candidates who want to have a “ballot designation” printed
under their name on the ballot. On this form the candidate will provide justification and
documents (if any) to justify the specific designation requested. (E.C. Sec. 13107.3)
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CANDIDATE FILING DOCUMENTS (Continued)
AUTHORIZATION FORM FOR CANDIDATE’S REPRESENTATIVE
Candidates who will have their Nomination Documents picked up and/or filed by another person acting
as his/her representative must complete this form. Candidates can download the form on sdvote.com,
click the November 6, 2018 Statewide General Election link.

Here is a sample of the Authorization Form.
1. Print candidate’s (your) name as
registered to vote.
2. Print candidate’s (your) current
address information.
3. Print candidate’s (your) contact
information.
4. Print the elective office title, and
the district/office number, if
applicable.
5. Print the representative’s name
and phone number.
6. Date and sign the form before
giving it to your representative.
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CANDIDATE FILING DOCUMENTS (Continued)
DECLARATION OF CANDIDACY
The Declaration of Candidacy Form is a two-sided form used to declare your candidacy, provide your
ballot designation, and take the oath of office. This form contains the candidate’s name as it will appear
on the ballot. Once filed, these forms are public information. A prospective candidate must execute the
Declaration of Candidacy and file it with the Registrar of Voters. This form must be witnessed by either
a notary if you are unable to file in person or a Registrar of Voters deputy.
1. Fill in your name and designation (occupation) to appear on the ballot, not to exceed 32
characters for name and 48 characters for designation (occupation). The Ballot Designation
Worksheet form is required if a designation is requested. If no ballot designation is requested,
write the word “NONE” and place your initials in the space provided.
2. Fill in your residence address (and mailing address if applicable). Select which address you would
like published.
3. Providing telephone numbers and an email address is optional.
4. Sign name under penalty of perjury that information is true and correct.
5. Print name in space provided in “Oath of Office” and sign.
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CANDIDATE FILING DOCUMENTS (Continued)
CANDIDATE’S NAME ON BALLOT
The candidate’s name as provided by the candidate on the Declaration of Candidacy will appear on the
ballot. It CANNOT be changed after the nomination period has ended.

A CANDIDATE
MAY:






Use first, middle and last names.
Use initials only and last name.
Omit the middle name.
Use a nickname in quotation marks, provided the given name or initials and last
name are shown.

 Use a shortened familiar form of the given name. Such as “Bill” for William,
“Dick” for Richard, “Kathy” for Kathleen, “Pat” for Patricia or “Terry” for Theresa.

 Use more than 32 characters.
 Use titles such as “Ms.,” “Mrs.,” “Dr.,” “Col.,” “Rev.”
A CANDIDATE
MAY NOT:

No title or degree shall appear either before or after a candidate’s names on the
ballot. (E.C. Sec. 13106)

 Change his/her name within one year prior to the election.
If a candidate changed his/her name within one year prior to the election, the new
name shall not appear on the ballot unless the change was made by marriage or
decree of any court of competent jurisdiction. (E.C. Sec. 13104)

ORDER OF CANDIDATE NAMES ON THE BALLOT

WHEN
DETERMINED

On August 16 the Secretary of State will conduct a random drawing of the alphabet
and the Registrar of Voters will follow this same alphabet. Names of candidates will
be arranged on the ballot in accordance with the random alphabet. (E.C. Sec. 13112)
Exception:
If the office is that of State Senator or Member of the Assembly, and the district
includes more than one county, the Registrar of Voters in each county shall conduct
a drawing of the alphabet. The results of the drawing shall be known as a county
randomized ballot and shall be used only to arrange the names of the candidates
when the district includes more than one county. (E.C. Sec. 13111)
In San Diego County, this will affect the 36th and 40th Senate District, and the 71st
and 75th Assembly Districts.
Those interested in observing the local random drawing are invited to the Registrar
of Voters Office: Thursday, August 16, at 11 a.m.




BALLOT
ROTATION




U.S. Senator
Congress
Statewide Offices

Superior Court Judges
Countywide Offices

Rotated names will appear in the random order in the lowest numbered Assembly
District in which the office appears; thereafter, for each succeeding Assembly
District, the name appearing first in the last preceding Assembly District shall be
placed last, the order of the other names remaining unchanged. (E.C. Sec. 13111)


The order of candidates’ names for all other offices will not change.
(E.C. Sec. 13111)
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CANDIDATE FILING DOCUMENTS (Continued)
BALLOT DESIGNATION WORKSHEET
The Ballot Designation Worksheet Form is a two-sided form required for all candidates who want their
occupation printed under their name on the ballot. It is filed at the same time as the Declaration of
Candidacy. On this form the candidate will provide justification and documents (if any) to justify the
specific designation requested. The listing of a designation on the ballot is OPTIONAL. Once filed, these
forms are public information. If the candidate fails to file a Ballot Designation Worksheet, no designation
shall appear under the candidate’s name on the ballot. DO NOT LEAVE ANY RESPONSE SPACES BLANK.
1. Fill in your name, office title you are running for and contact information.
2. Fill in your attorney’s contact information.
3. Fill in the Proposed Ballot Designation not to exceed 48 characters, which shall match the
designation on the Declaration of Candidacy, and two alternatives.
4. Fill in the justification for use of the proposed ballot designation, job title, employer and
information of person(s) that can verify this information.
5. Answer the 12 questions (if the answer to any of the questions is “yes”, your designation is likely
to be rejected).
6. Sign and date under penalty of perjury that information is true and correct.
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CANDIDATE FILING DOCUMENTS (Continued)
BALLOT DESIGNATION
There are just THREE choices for a ballot designation:
PICK ONE
1. Words designating a currently held elected position; more than three words are allowed.
Acceptable:
Member, ABC Water District
Governing Board Member, ABC School District
Not Acceptable:
Governing Board Member/Parent
(Too many words; “Parent” is not part of elected position)
Governing Board President, ABC School District
(Too many words; “President” is not an elected position; “Member” is)
2. “Incumbent” or “Appointed Incumbent” or “Appointed” and the title of the office (if applicable).
It cannot be combined with any other designation.
Acceptable:
Incumbent
Appointed Member, ABC Fire District
Not Acceptable:
Incumbent/Businesswoman
Appointed Incumbent/Educator
3. No more than three words designating the current principal profession, vocation, or occupation,
or occupations of the candidate during the calendar year immediately preceding the filing of
nomination documents. Geographical names are considered one word.
Acceptable:
Board Member/Educator
Attorney/Small Businessman
Not Acceptable:
Business Manager/Educational Consultant/Educator
(Too many words)
The Secretary of State Ballot Designation Regulations
on the following pages detail Elections Code 13107.
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CANDIDATE FILING DOCUMENTS (Continued)
BALLOT DESIGNATION
For your reference, the relevant provisions of Elections Code section 13107 are reproduced below:
13107.
(a) With the exception of candidates for Justice of the State Supreme Court or court of appeal, immediately
under the name of each candidate, and not separated from the name by any line, unless the designation made
by the candidate pursuant to Section 8002.5 must be listed immediately below the name of the candidate
pursuant to Section 13105, and in that case immediately under the designation, may appear at the option of the
candidate only one of the following designations:
(1) Words designating the elective city, county, district, state, or federal office which the candidate holds at the
time of filing the nomination documents to which he or she was elected by vote of the people.
(2) The word “incumbent” if the candidate is a candidate for the same office which he or she holds at the time
of filing the nomination papers, and was elected to that office by a vote of the people.
(3) No more than three words designating either the current principal professions, vocations, or occupations of
the candidate, or the principal professions, vocations, or occupations of the candidate during the calendar year
immediately preceding the filing of nomination documents.
(4) The phrase “appointed incumbent” if the candidate holds an office by virtue of appointment, and the
candidate is a candidate for election to the same office, or, if the candidate is a candidate for election to the
same office or to some other office, the word “appointed” and the title of the office. In either instance, the
candidate may not use the unmodified word “incumbent” or any words designating the office unmodified by
the word “appointed.” However, the phrase “appointed incumbent” shall not be required of a candidate who
seeks reelection to an office which he or she holds and to which he or she was appointed, as a nominated
candidate, in lieu of an election, pursuant to Sections 5326 and 5328 of the Education Code or Section 7228,
7423, 7673, 10229, or 10515 of this code.
(b) (1) Except as specified in paragraph (2), for candidates for judicial office, immediately under the name of
each candidate, and not separated from the name by any line, only one of the following designations may
appear at the option of the candidate:
(A) Words designating the city, county, district, state, or federal office held by the candidate at the time of
filing the nomination documents.
(B) The word “incumbent” if the candidate is a candidate for the same office that he or she holds at the time of
filing the nomination papers.
(C) No more than three words designating either the current principal professions, vocations, or occupations of
the candidate, or the principal professions, vocations, or occupations of the candidate during the calendar year
immediately preceding the filing of nomination documents.
(2) For a candidate for judicial office who is an active member of the State Bar employed by a city, county,
district, state, or by the United States, the designation shall appear as one of the following:
(A) Words designating the actual job title, as defined by statute, charter, or other governing instrument.
(B) One of the following ballot designations: “Attorney,” “Attorney at Law,” “Lawyer,” or “Counselor at
Law.” The designations “Attorney” and “Lawyer” may be used in combination with one other current principal
profession, vocation, or occupation of the candidate, or the principal profession, vocation, or occupation of the
candidate during the calendar year immediately preceding the filing of nomination documents.
(3) A designation made pursuant to subparagraph (A) of paragraph (1) or paragraph (2) shall also contain
relevant qualifiers, as follows:
(A) If the candidate is an official or employee of a city, the name of the city shall appear preceded by the
words “City of.”
(B) If the candidate is an official or employee of a county, the name of the county shall appear preceded by the
words “County of.”
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CANDIDATE FILING DOCUMENTS (Continued)
BALLOT DESIGNATION
(C) If the candidate is an official or employee of a city and county, the name of the city and county shall
appear preceded by the words “City and County.”
(D) If the candidate performs quasi-judicial functions for a governmental agency, the full name of the agency
shall be included.
(c) A candidate for superior court judge who is an active member of the State Bar and practices law as one of
his or her principal professions shall use one of the following ballot designations as his or her ballot
designation: “Attorney,” “Attorney at Law,” “Lawyer,” or “Counselor at Law.” The designations “Attorney”
and “Lawyer” may be used in combination with one other current principal profession, vocation, or occupation
of the candidate, or the principal profession, vocation, or occupation of the candidate during the calendar year
immediately preceding the filing of nomination documents.
(d) For purposes of this section, all California geographical names shall be considered to be one word.
Hyphenated words that appear in any generally available standard reference dictionary, published in the United
States at any time within the 10 calendar years immediately preceding the election for which the words are
counted, shall be considered as one word. Each part of all other hyphenated words shall be counted as a
separate word.
(e) The Secretary of State and any other elections official shall not accept a designation of which any of the
following would be true:
(1) It would mislead the voter.
(2) It would suggest an evaluation of a candidate, such as outstanding, leading, expert, virtuous, or eminent.
(3) It abbreviates the word “retired” or places it following any word or words which it modifies.
(4) It uses a word or prefix, such as “former” or “ex-,” which means a prior status. The only exception is the
use of the word “retired.”
(5) It uses the name of any political party, whether or not it has qualified for the ballot.
(6) It uses a word or words referring to a racial, religious, or ethnic group.
(7) It refers to any activity prohibited by law.
(f) If, upon checking the nomination documents and the ballot designation worksheet described in Section
13107.3, the elections official finds the designation to be in violation of any of the restrictions set forth in this
section, the elections official shall notify the candidate by registered or certified mail return receipt requested,
addressed to the mailing address provided on the candidate’s ballot designation worksheet.
(1) The candidate shall, within three days, excluding Saturday, Sunday, and state holidays, from the date he or
she receives notice by registered or certified mail, or from the date the candidate receives actual notice of the
violation, whichever occurs first, appear before the elections official or, in the case of the Secretary of State,
notify the Secretary of State by telephone, and provide a designation that complies with subdivision (a) or (b).
(2) If a candidate fails to provide a designation that complies with subdivision (a) or (b) within the three-day
period specified in paragraph (1), a designation shall not appear after the candidate’s name.
(g) A designation given by a candidate shall not be changed by the candidate after the final date for filing
nomination documents, except as specifically requested by the elections official as specified in subdivision (f)
or as provided in subdivision (h). The elections official shall maintain a copy of the ballot designation
worksheet for each candidate that appears on the ballot in the county for the same period of time as applied to
nomination documents pursuant to Section 17100.
(h) The designation shall remain the same for all purposes of both primary and general elections, unless the
candidate, at least 98 days before the general election, requests in writing a different designation which the
candidate is entitled to use at the time of the request.
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CANDIDATE FILING DOCUMENTS (Continued)
BALLOT DESIGNATION
13107.3
(a) A candidate who submits a ballot designation pursuant to subdivision (a) of Section 13107 shall file a ballot
designation worksheet that supports the use of that ballot designation by the candidate, in a format prescribed
by the Secretary of State.
(b) The ballot designation worksheet shall be filed with the elections official at the same time that the
candidate files his or her declaration of candidacy.
(c) In the event that a candidate fails to file a ballot designation worksheet in accordance with subdivision (a),
no designation shall appear under the candidate’s name on the ballot.

For your reference, Elections Code section 13107.5 is reproduced below:
13107.5.
(a) A candidate’s ballot designation as “community volunteer” shall constitute a valid principal vocation or
occupation for purposes of subdivision (a) of Section 13107, if not otherwise in violation of any of the
restrictions set forth in that section, and subject to the following conditions:
(1) A candidate’s community volunteer activities constitute his or her principal profession, vocation, or
occupation.
(2) A candidate is not engaged concurrently in another principal profession, vocation, or occupation.
(3) A candidate may not use the designation of “community volunteer” in combination with any other principal
profession, vocation, or occupation designation.
(b) The Secretary of State shall by regulation define what constitutes a community volunteer for purposes of
this section.

For your reference, 2 CCR 20711 is reproduced below:
20711. Ballot Designation Worksheet.
(a) In order to facilitate review of a candidate's proposed ballot designation by the Secretary of State pursuant
to Elections Code § 13107, the candidate shall submit, at the time of filing his or her proposed ballot
designation on the Declaration of Candidacy, a completed Ballot Designation Worksheet on a form provided
by the Secretary of State.
(b) All Ballot Designation Worksheets filed with the Office of the Secretary of State or the county elections
officials pursuant to this section shall be public records and shall be available for inspection and copying at the
public counter of the Elections Division of the Office of the Secretary of State, Fifth Floor, 1500 11th Street,
Sacramento, California 95814, or at the office of the applicable county elections official.
(c) The Secretary of State shall provide a master copy or copies of the Ballot Designation Worksheet to all
elections officials responsible for providing and accepting the nomination documents for candidates in
elections for offices certified by the Secretary of State. The Ballot Designation Worksheet shall request that the
candidate proposing the ballot designation provide the following information:
(1) The candidate's name, home, business and mailing addresses, telephone numbers, e-mail address, if
available, and fax number;
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BALLOT DESIGNATION
(2) A designation of the office for which the candidate is seeking election;
(3) The name, home, business and mailing addresses, telephone numbers, e-mail address, if available, and fax
number of the attorney representing the candidate or for any other person to be contacted in the event the
Secretary of State requires further information regarding the proposed ballot designation;
(4) The proposed ballot designation submitted by the candidate;
(5) The candidate may submit one or more proposed alternate ballot designations ranked in order of the
candidate's preference;
(6) A brief statement identifying the factual basis upon which the candidate claims the proposed ballot
designation and each proposed alternate ballot designation, including the following:
(A) If the candidate holds elected office and is submitting his or her proposed ballot designation pursuant to
Elections Code § 13107, subdivisions (a)(1) or (a)(2), the candidate shall indicate the elective office he or she
currently occupies and may attach a copy of his or her Certificate of Election;
(B) If the candidate is a judicial officer and is submitting his or her proposed ballot designation pursuant to
Elections Code § 13107, subdivisions (a)(1) or (a)(2), the candidate shall indicate the elective office he or she
currently holds and may attach either (A) a copy of his or her Certificate of Election or (B) a copy of his or her
commission or certificate of appointment, issued at the time the candidate was appointed to the judicial office
which he or she currently occupies;
(C) If the candidate submits a ballot designation pursuant to Elections Code § 13107, subdivision (a)(3), the
candidate shall indicate:
(i) The title of the position or positions which he or she claims supports the proposed ballot designation;
(ii) The dates during which the candidate held such position;
(iii) A description of the work he or she performs in the position;
(iv) The name of the candidate's business or employer;
(v) The name and telephone number of a person or persons who could verify such information; and
(vi) A statement that the professions, vocations or occupations relied upon to support the proposed ballot
designation constitute the primary, main or leading professions, vocations or occupations of the candidate, in
accordance with the definition of the term “principal” as set forth at § 20714, subdivision (b).
(D) If the candidate submits a ballot designation pursuant to Elections Code § 13107, subdivision (a)(4), the
candidate shall indicate the date on which he or she was appointed to the office for which he or she is an
appointed incumbent.
(d) The candidate may attach or append any supporting documents or other exhibits to his or her Ballot
Designation Worksheet which he or she believes support his or her proposed ballot designation. Such attached
documents or other exhibits shall be deemed to be incorporated by reference as part of the candidate's Ballot
Designation Worksheet and shall be considered as such by the Secretary of State.
(e) If a candidate requests a change of his or her ballot designation pursuant to Elections Code § 13107(e), that
request shall be accompanied by a Ballot Designation Worksheet.
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CANDIDATE FILING DOCUMENTS (Continued)
CODE OF FAIR CAMPAIGN PRACTICES
The Code of Fair Campaign Practices Form is a voluntary form for all candidates. On this form the
candidate pledges to conduct their campaign in accordance with the principles and practices listed.
Once filed, these forms are public information. This form is optional.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Fill in your name.
Sign name.
Date the form.
Fill in the office title you are running for.
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CANDIDATE FILING DOCUMENTS (Continued)
PROVISIONS OF THE CODE OF FAIR CAMPAIGN PRACTICES
As found in Chapter 5 of Division 20 of the California Elections Code
CHAPTER 5. Fair Campaign Practices
ARTICLE 1. General Intent
20400. The Legislature declares that the purpose of this chapter is to encourage every candidate for public
office in this state to subscribe to the Code of Fair Campaign Practices.
It is the ultimate intent of the Legislature that every candidate for public office in this state who subscribes to
the Code of Fair Campaign Practices will follow the basic principles of decency, honesty, and fair play in order
that, after vigorously contested, but fairly conducted campaigns, the citizens of this state may exercise their
constitutional right to vote, free from dishonest and unethical practices which tend to prevent the full and free
expression of the will of the voters.
The purpose in creating the Code of Fair Campaign Practices is to give voters guidelines in determining fair
play and to encourage candidates to discuss issues instead of untruths or distortions.
ARTICLE 2. Definitions¹
20420. As used in this chapter, “Code” means the Code of Fair Campaign Practices.
ARTICLE 3. Code of Fair Campaign Practices
20440. At the time an individual is issued his or her declaration of candidacy, nomination papers, or any other
paper evidencing an intention to be a candidate for public office, the elections official shall give the individual
a blank form of the code and a copy of this chapter. The elections official shall inform each candidate for
public office that subscription to the code is voluntary.
In the case of a committee making an independent expenditure, as defined in Section 82031 of the Government
Code, the Secretary of State shall provide a blank form and a copy of this chapter to the individual filing, in
accordance with Title 9 (commencing with Section 81000) of the Government Code, an initial campaign
statement on behalf of the committee.
20441. The Secretary of State shall print, or cause to be printed, blank forms of the code. The Secretary of
State shall supply the forms to the elections officials in quantities and at times requested by the elections
officials.
20442. The elections official shall accept, at all times prior to the election, all completed forms that are
properly subscribed to by a candidate for public office and shall retain them for public inspection until 30 days
after the election.
20443. Every code subscribed to by a candidate for public office pursuant to this chapter is a public record
open for public inspection.
20444. In no event shall a candidate for public office be required to subscribe to or endorse the code.

¹304. “Campaign advertising or communication” means a communication authorized by a candidate or a candidate’s
controlled committee, as defined in Section 82016 of the Government Code, or by a committee making independent
expenditures, as defined in Section 82031 of the Government Code, or by a committee formed primarily to support
or oppose a ballot measure, as defined in Section 82047.5 of the Government Code, for the purpose of advocating
the election or defeat of a qualified candidate or ballot measure through any broadcasting station, newspaper,
magazine, outdoor advertising facility, direct mailing, or any other type of general, public, political advertising.
305. (c) “Candidate for public office,” as used in Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 20400) of Division 20,
means an individual who has qualified to have his or her name listed on the ballot of any election, or who has
qualified to have written votes on his or her behalf counted by election officials, for nomination for, or election to,
any state, regional, county, municipal, or district office which is filled at an election.
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CANDIDATE FILING DOCUMENTS (Continued)
CANDIDATE STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS GUIDELINES
(Elections Code Section 13307 Excerpts)
FILING PERIOD

The statement shall be filed in the Registrar of Voters Office when nomination documents are
returned for filing. (E.C.13307 (2))

WHERE

Registrar of Voters
5600 Overland Ave., Suite 100
San Diego, CA 92123

CONTENTS

CONTENT
RESTRICTIONS

The statement may contain the name, age and occupation of the candidate and a brief
description of no more than 200 words of the candidate’s education and qualifications
expressed by the candidate. (Some districts have increased the statement to 250 or 400
words; please see pages 17-27 for the requirements for each office.)
Candidate statement of qualifications shall be limited to a recitation of the candidate’s own
personal background and qualifications, and shall not in any way make reference to other
candidates or to another candidate’s qualifications, character, or activities.
The candidate statement shall not include the party affiliation of the candidate, nor membership
or activity in partisan political organizations. Candidate photographs are not permitted.
The Registrar of Voters shall not print or circulate any statement which violates Election Code
Sections 13307 or 13308.

PUBLIC
REVIEW
PERIOD

During the 10-calendar-day examination period following the deadline for submission of the
statement any voter of the jurisdiction, or the Registrar of Voters, may seek a writ of mandate or an
injunction requiring any or all of the material to be amended or deleted.

LIABILITY

Nothing in this section shall be deemed to make any such statement or the authors thereof free
or exempt from any civil or criminal action or penalty because of any false, slanderous or
libelous statements offered for printing or contained in the Sample Ballot & Voter Information
Pamphlet.
Candidates are asked to TYPE their statement SINGLE SPACED in BLOCK PARAGRAPHS
on a form provided by the Registrar of Voters.
The following WILL NOT be permitted:

FORMAT

 Handwritten statement
 Stars, bullets, graphics
 Copy from a fax machine
 Italics
 Bold
 ALL CAPITAL LETTERS
 Extra exclamation points
 Underlines
 Multiple punctuation
 Tables
 Lists
All statements must be submitted on or attached to the candidate statement form provided.
San Diego Registrar of Voters encourages you to email or bring your printed candidate
statement in electronic format (Personal USB/Flash Drive). If there are any discrepancies
between the hard copy and the electronic copy, the hard copy will prevail.
CANDIDATES ARE THEREFORE ADVISED TO CAREFULLY CHECK THEIR
STATEMENTS FOR ERRORS IN SPELLING, PUNCTUATION AND GRAMMAR.
The Registrar of Voters is authorized to make corrections only to the format of the statement
to fit into the Sample Ballot & Voter Information Pamphlet template.
San Diego Unified Candidates: Please see the format exceptions and photograph
requirements on page 45, along with instructions regarding the use of quotations and names
in the statement.
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CANDIDATE FILING DOCUMENTS (Continued)
CANDIDATE STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS GUIDELINES
WITHDRAWAL

The statement may be withdrawn, but not changed, until 5 p.m. of the next business day after
the close of the nomination period. (E.C. Sec. 13307 (3))

CONFIDENTIAL

The candidate statement of qualifications shall remain confidential until the close of the
nomination period. (E.C. Sec. 13311)

SPANISH,
FILIPINO,
VIETNAMESE
& CHINESE
TRANSLATION

All Sample Ballot & Voter Information Pamphlet text, including candidate statement of
qualifications, are translated into Spanish, Filipino, Vietnamese and Chinese. In addition to
receiving an English Sample Ballot & Voter Information Pamphlet, registered voters may also
request a pamphlet in Spanish, Filipino, Vietnamese or Chinese.
In addition, registered voters who were born in Spanish or Chinese speaking countries, the
Philippines, or Vietnam, will also receive a pamphlet in the language of the country in which
they were born. This is in compliance with the Federal Voting Rights Act.
On Election Day, Spanish, Filipino, Vietnamese and Chinese Sample Ballot & Voter
Information Pamphlets will be available at every polling location.

COST

Candidate statement of qualifications are paid for at the time they are filed. All money is held
in a Trust Fund and if, for any reason, the statement is not printed, the money will be
refunded.
The cost is calculated to recover expenses for translation into four languages, typesetting,
printing, addressing, labor and mailing, of the candidate statement of qualifications.
Candidate statement of qualifications may be paid by check or credit card.
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CANDIDATE FILING DOCUMENTS (Continued)
WORD COUNT GUIDELINES
(Elections Code Chapter 1, General Provisions, Section 9)
The following guidelines are used by the Registrar of Voters Office for counting words on candidate
statement of qualifications. The guidelines do not apply to ballot designations for candidates. If the text
exceeds the specified 200, 250 or 400 word limit, the author will be asked to delete words or change the
text until the statement conforms to the requirements.
9. (a) Counting of words, for purposes of this code, shall be as follows:
(1) Punctuation is not counted.
(2) Each word shall be counted as one word except as specified in this section.
(3) All proper nouns, including geographical names, shall be considered as one word.
Example: “County of San Diego” shall be counted as one word.
(4) Each abbreviation for a word, phrase, or expression shall be counted as one word.
Example: “PTA” shall be counted as one word.
(5) Hyphenated words that appear in any generally available standard reference dictionary, published
in the United States at any time within the 10 calendar years immediately preceding the election
for which the words are counted, shall be considered as one word. Each part of all other
hyphenated words shall be counted as a separate word.
Example: “Self-employed” shall be counted as one word.
Example: “Top-to-bottom” shall be counted as three words.
(6) Dates shall be counted as one word.
(7) Any number consisting of a digit or digits shall be considered as one word. Any number which is
spelled, such as “one,” shall be considered as a separate word or words. “One” shall be counted as
one word whereas “one hundred” shall be counted as two words. “100” shall be counted as one
word.
(8) Telephone numbers shall be counted as one word.
(9) Internet Web site addresses shall be counted as one word.
(b) This section shall not apply to counting words for ballot designations under Section 13107.
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CANDIDATE FILING DOCUMENTS (Continued)
CANDIDATE STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS EXAMPLE
This is an example of an acceptable format to be used in a candidate statement of qualifications. Please
review the guidelines for the content of the statement.
JURISDICTION NAME IN CAPITAL LETTERS
Division/District/Office No. in Upper & Lower Case
JOHN B. CANDIDATE
Dentist/Rancher

Age: ##
(Optional)

I am running for the governing board of the Washington Unified School District because I feel I can
bring a balance to the board. I attended local schools, graduating from Washington High School in
1980. I am married and currently have two children attending schools in the district, have a private
dental practice and oversee the daily operation and finances of our family-owned cattle ranch.
I own and operate my own dental business, so I am well aware of the need to operate within a
budget. With proper distribution of resources and educational materials, I am convinced we can
offer quality education to all students within the district. I believe it is time to “tighten our belts” and
take a long, hard look at current and future budgets.
I have been active in the P.T.A., served on the Save Our Youth Committee, and am an active
member of the All-Faith Church. I have served as Boy Scout Troup Leader for the past 5 years. I
also serve as a volunteer at the Community Recycling Center as time allows.
I am looking forward to serving you on the Washington Unified School District Governing Board.
Thank you for your vote.

CS-999-9

SD 000-00

The above example does not apply to San Diego Unified School District.
Please see guidelines on the next page.
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CANDIDATE FILING DOCUMENTS (Continued)
SAN DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
CANDIDATE STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS EXCEPTIONS
LIMITATIONS

Candidates are not limited to the paragraph format restrictions as explained in the
Candidate Statement of Qualifications Guidelines. Please ask for details or examples
from prior elections.

PHOTOGRAPH

Candidates are allowed to have their photograph printed in the Sample Ballot & Voter
Information Pamphlet, along with the statement. For best results, this should be a 5” x
7” black & white glossy (color does not reproduce well), showing just the head and
shoulders of the candidate. Anything else submitted will be cropped to fit. The
photograph will then be reduced to fit in the pamphlet.

COST

District shall pay the cost in a General Election. This is in accordance with a Board
Resolution dated September 14, 1982.

NOTICE TO CANDIDATES REGARDING USE OF QUOTATIONS AND NAMES
IN STATEMENT OF CANDIDATE QUALIFICATIONS
San Diego Municipal Code Section 27.0620 provides instructions about the Statement of Candidate’s
Qualifications.
Subsection (c) provides that the statement may include the use of a quotation from an individual, an
organization, and publications. Use of the quotation requires written authorization from the individual, as
well as the organization. The consent of an organization must be signed by an officer or other duly
authorized representative of the organization. If the quotation is from a publication, a copy of the publication
may be provided instead of a letter. All authorizations must be filed at the same time as the statement of
qualifications, or the quotation will not be permitted in the statement.
Subsection (d) provides that the statement may include the names of family members and that any other
names included in the statement must be authorized in writing by the individual or organization whose name
is included in the statement, and that such authorization shall be filed at the same time that the statement
is filed.
The City Clerk’s Office interprets this section to mean that the use of another individual’s name in the
statement, if not that of a family member, must be accompanied by a letter of authorization. The use of an
organization’s name, if included as an endorsement, must also be accompanied by a letter. Organizational
names included in the statement as biographical information – such as the business names of former or
current employers, colleges and universities attended, organizational memberships, affiliations or awards,
and similar references – will not be subject to the authorization requirement.
Candidates are further reminded that the statement is a description of the candidate’s qualifications.
References to other candidates, officeholders and opponents are prohibited by Section 27.0621 of the San
Diego Municipal Code.
The City Attorney has reviewed this interpretation and finds it to be a reasonable interpretation of these
code sections.

Note:
The required documentation must be filed at the same time as the Candidate Statement.
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CANDIDATE STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS FOR
RUN-OFF CANDIDATES
A new statement and payment must be received no later than August 10, 2018, for local
candidates. Any statements filed prior to the deadline will remain confidential until August
10. Statements are limited to no more than 200 words, unless otherwise indicated. There
are strict guidelines concerning the format of the statements; please see a separate section
of this Guide. The costs are as follows:
OFFICE

DEADLINE AND
COSTS

COST

Congress, State Assembly and State Senate

See page 48

Superior Court – Office No. 37

$ 10,471

Board of Supervisors

District 4: $ 2,461
District 5: $ 2,287

Grossmont-Cuyamaca College District

Trustee Area 1: $ 693
Trustee Area 2: $ 693
Trustee Area 5: $ 651

San Diego Community College District

$ 5,609

San Diego Unified School District

District pays

If a change in ballot designation (occupation) is desired, the written request must be
received by the election official no later than July 31.
Candidates for the following offices file an original request with the Secretary of State (and
a copy to the Registrar of Voters):

BALLOT
DESIGNATIONS






United States Senate
Congress
Statewide Offices
State Assembly and State Senate
Candidates for the following offices file an original request with the Registrar of Voters:







Superior Court
Board of Supervisors
Grossmont-Cuyamaca Community College District
San Diego Community College District
San Diego Unified School District
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CANDIDATE STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS FOR
CONGRESS, STATE ASSEMBLY AND STATE SENATE
Candidates for Congress, State Assembly and State Senate are allowed to submit a 250-word Candidate
Statement of Qualifications for inclusion in the Sample Ballot & Voter Information Pamphlet. Candidates for State
Assembly and State Senate must agree to the voluntary spending limits of Prop 34 and indicate this by checking
the appropriate box on Form 501 in order to have a statement in the Sample Ballot & Voter Information Pamphlet.
In addition, all candidates must agree to:
1.
Format guidelines and other criteria as explained in this Guide.
2.
Submit and pay the cost of the statement no later than August 10, 2018.
3.
File the statement with the Registrar of Voters of each county in which the jurisdiction appears. The
statement is not required to be printed in each county.
Multi-County Offices: if you are a candidate for an office to be elected in more than one county, and you
wish to submit a Candidate Statement of Qualifications; it is your responsibility to contact each county.

Jurisdiction

County

Contact Information

49th Congress and 36th Senate

Orange

(714) 567-7600

50th Congress and 71st & 75th Assembly

Riverside

(951) 486-7200

51st Congress and 40th Senate

Imperial

(442) 265-1060

Candidates for statewide offices are allowed to submit a Candidate Statement of Qualifications for
inclusion in the “State Voter Guide”. Please contact Secretary of State at (916) 657-2166.

THE COST FOR EACH STATEMENT IS SHOWN BELOW
DISTRICT

COST
(San Diego County Portion Only)

49th Congress
50th Congress
51st Congress
52nd Congress
53rd Congress
71st Assembly
75th Assembly
76th Assembly
77th Assembly
78th Assembly
79th Assembly
80th Assembly
36th Senate
38th Senate
40th Senate

$ 2,387
$ 2,681
$ 1,988
$ 3,234
$ 3,199
$ 2,178
$ 1,778
$ 2,330
$ 2,562
$ 2,554
$ 2,386
$ 2,042
$ 2,370
$ 4,450
$ 3,274
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PUBLIC REVIEW PERIOD
November 6, 2018
GENERAL ELECTION
State law provides for a “public review period” of all candidate statement of qualifications,
and other materials before printing the Sample Ballot & Voter Information Pamphlet.
The California Elections Code further defines this review period, with a distinct period for
each document filed with the Registrar of Voters.
During this period, any voter who believes any portion of these materials to be false,
misleading or inconsistent with state law may seek a writ of mandate or injunction requiring
any or all of the material to be amended or deleted.
Any court challenge must be resolved 67 days (August 31, 2018) before Election Day in
order for there not to be any delays in printing the ballot and impacting the administration
of the election.
These periods are as follows:
Candidate Statement of Qualifications for Local Offices*
August 11 to August 20

Statements filed by August 10

August 16 to August 25

Statements filed by August 15 (during the 5-day extension)

*The following offices should contact the Secretary of State for deadlines:
U.S. Senate, Congress, State Assembly & State Senate

NOTE:
The dates for any of the incorporated/charter cities may be different (PLEASE CONTACT THE CITY
CLERK FOR DETAILS).
All documents will be available for public review at the Registrar of Voters Office during regular
business hours.
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WRITE-IN CANDIDATES
Candidates who desire to be a write-in candidate and have his or her name written on the ballot of an
election shall fulfill the requirements of Part 3 of the Elections Code, commencing at Section 8600.
Every person who desires to be a write-in candidate and have his or her name counted
for a particular office shall file:
1. A statement of write-in candidacy which contains the following:
 Candidate’s name,
 Candidate’s residential address,
 A declaration stating that he or she is a write-in candidate,
 The title of the office which he or she seeks,

FILING
REQUIREMENTS

 The date of the election,
In addition, candidates for San Diego Unified School District must also include:
 Date and place of birth
 Occupation
 Past residences for a period of four years
2. A signed Oath or Affirmation of Allegiance
(E.C. Sec. 200; Cal. Constitution Art. XX, Sec. 3)

3. The requisite number of signatures on the nomination papers for that office, and a
circulator’s affidavit. Signers and circulators must meet the same qualifications as
for regular nomination papers. (E.C. Sec. 8602, 8603)

FILING FEE

No fee or charge shall be required of a write-in candidate . . . (E.C. Sec. 8604)

FILING PERIOD

September 10 to October 23
The statement and nomination papers shall be available on the 57th day prior to the
election and shall be filed with the Registrar of Voters not later than the 14 th day
prior to the election. (E.C. Sec. 8601)
Financial Disclosure:
Please refer to Financial and Campaign Disclosure Information starting on page 55
for reporting requirements.
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WRITE-IN CANDIDATES (Continued)
TITLE 2 CALIFORNIA CODE OF REGULATIONS
WRITE-IN CANVASS PROVISIONS
(a)

Section 20101.
Definitions

(b)

For the purpose of sections 20102-20105, “qualified write-in candidate” shall
refer to candidates who have complied with Chapter 8 of Division 6 of the
Elections Code (beginning at Section 7300).
For the purpose of sections 20102-20105, “ballot” shall include ballot envelope,
card, or paper ballot on which write-in votes are authorized to be indicated by
Elections Code Sec. 10331.

Section 20102.
Write-in Vote;
No Office Indicated

The name of a qualified write-in candidate shall be counted when the name is written
in on a voter’s ballot and no office is indicated for the candidate, or the office is
incompletely indicated (e.g., “Senator” without district number), if:
(a) the candidate is a qualified write-in candidate for an office properly appearing
on the voter’s ballot; and
(b) no other qualified write-in candidate for any office appearing on the voter’s ballot
bears a name so similar to the name as written in, considering the voter’s
misspellings or omission of portions of the name, if any, as to leave a reasonable
doubt as to the voter’s intention.

Section 20103.
Write-in Vote;
Misspelled or
Incomplete Name

The misspelled or incomplete name of a qualified write-in candidate written in on a
ballot shall be counted for the candidate when the office for which the candidate has
qualified is also indicated on the voter’s ballot, if:
(a) the name as written bears a reasonable resemblance to the qualified
candidate’s name; and
(b) no other write-in candidate qualified for the indicated office has a name that is
so similar to the name as written in as to leave a reasonable doubt as to the
voter’s intention.

Section 20104.
Write-in Vote;
Misspelled or
Incomplete Name,
Office Omitted

The misspelled or incomplete name of a qualified write-in candidate written in on a
ballot shall be counted for the candidate even though the office for which the candidate
has qualified is omitted or incompletely indicated on the voter’s ballot, when:
(a) the name as written bears a reasonable resemblance to the qualified candidate’s
name; and
(b) no other write-in candidate qualified for any office properly appearing on the
voter’s ballot has a name that is so similar to the name as written in as to leave
a reasonable doubt as to the voter’s intention.

Section 20105.
Write-in Vote;
Wrong Office
Indicated

The name of a write-in candidate qualified for an office appearing on the voter’s ballot
which is written in the pre-printed column designated for an office other than one for
which the write-in candidate is qualified shall not be counted for any purpose.
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CHAPTER 4
Financial Disclosure

CANDIDATE/TREASURER SEMINAR
CAMPAIGN DISCLOSURE SCHEDULE
FINANCIAL AND CAMPAIGN DISCLOSURE INFORMATION
WHERE TO FILE CAMPAIGN DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS
FPPC FAST FACTS ON GETTING STARTED
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CANDIDATE/TREASURER
SEMINAR
Presented by the

Fair Political Practices Commission
This three-hour workshop will provide information
concerning:
❖

Preparation of campaign finance reports

❖

Political Reform Act’s requirements and prohibitions
The workshop will be held:

August 23, 2018
6p.m. – 9p.m.
Common Chambers
5520 Overland Ave., San Diego, 92123
Reservations are required with the
County of San Diego/ Registrar of Voters
to ensure seating space and materials
are available for all participants.
Please call Campaign Services at 858-505-7260.
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CAMPAIGN DISCLOSURE SCHEDULE
Filing Schedule for Candidates and Controlled Committees for Local Office

DEADLINE/ TYPE OF
STATEMENT

PERIOD COVERED
BY STATEMENT

FORM

July 31, 2018
Semi-Annual

*thru – 6/30/18

460

 460: All committees must file Form 460.

497

 File if a contribution of $1,000 or more in the
aggregate is received from a single source.
 File if a contribution of $1,000 or more in the
aggregate is made to another candidate or measure
being voted upon November 6, 2018.
 The recipient of a non-monetary contribution of $1,000
or more must file a Form 497 within 48 hours from the
time the contribution in received.
 File personal delivery, email, guaranteed overnight
service, fax or online, if available.

NOTES

Within 24 Hours
Contribution Reports

8/8/18 – 11/6/18

September 27, 2018
1st Pre-Election

7/1/18 – 9/22/18

October 25, 2018
2nd Pre-Election

9/23/18 – 10/20/18

460

 All committees must file Form 460.
 File personal delivery, guaranteed overnight service or
online, if available.

January 31, 2019
Semi-Annual

10/21/18 – 12/31/18

460

 All committees must file Form 460 unless the
committee filed termination Forms 410 and 460 before
December 31, 2018.

460 or  Each candidate listed on the ballot must file Form 460
or Form 470 (see below).
470

Additional Notes:
▪ *Period Covered: The period covered by any statement begins on the day after the closing date of the last
statement filed, or January 1, if no previous statement has been filed.
▪ Local Ordinance: Always check on whether additional local rules apply.
▪ Deadline Extensions: Deadlines are extended when they fall on a Saturday, Sunday, or an official state
holiday. This extension does not apply to the deadline for a Form 497 due the weekend before the election, or to
any Form 496. Such reports must be filed within 24 hours regardless of the day of the week. Statements filed
after the deadline are subject to a $10 per day late fine.
▪ Method of Delivery: All paper filings may be filed by first class mail unless otherwise noted. A paper copy of a
report may not be required if a local agency requires online filing pursuant to a local ordinance.
▪ Form 501: All candidates must file Form 501 (Candidate Intention Statement) before soliciting/receiving
contributions.
▪ Form 460: Candidates who have raised/spent $2,000 or more file the Form 460. The Form 410 (Statement of
Organization) must also be filed once $2,000 or more has been raised/spent.
▪ Form 470: Candidates who do not raise or spend $2,000 or more (or anticipate raising or spending $2,000 or
more) in 2018 and do not have an open committee may file Form 470 on or before September 27, 2018. If, later
during the calendar year, a campaign committee must be opened, a Form 470 Supplement and a Form 410
must be filed.
▪ After the Election: Reporting requirements will depend on whether the candidate is successful and whether a
campaign committee is open. See Campaign Disclosure Manual 2 for additional information.
▪ Public Documents: All forms are public documents. Campaign manuals and instructional materials are
available at fppc.ca.gov. Click on Learn, then Campaign Rules.
▪ Independent Expenditures: Committees making independent expenditures totaling $1,000 or more to support
or oppose other candidates or ballot measures also file:
o 462: This form must be emailed to the FPPC within 10 days.
o 496: This form is due within 24 hours if made in the 90-day, 24-hour reporting period of the
candidate’s or measure’s election. Refer to the applicable filing schedule. Form 496 is filed with the
filing officer in the jurisdiction of the affected candidate or measure.
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FINANCIAL AND CAMPAIGN DISCLOSURE INFORMATION
THIS SECTION IS FOR GENERAL INFORMATION ONLY
AND DOES NOT HAVE THE EFFECT OF LAW, REGULATION OR RULE.
In case of conflict, the law, regulation or rule will apply. This section is not comprehensive and does not detail all
filing requirements and obligations. For comprehensive information, refer to your legal advisor, consult a Fair
Political Practices Commission (FPPC) manual, or contact the FPPC at 866-275-3772, if you prefer, you can
email them for advice at advice@fppc.ca.gov.
The following information is meant to help candidates, officeholders, and political committees comply
with federal, state, and local political finance laws. Read it carefully and use the resources prescribed
before you begin any financial activity that might be considered political in nature.
Failure to file appropriate statements and reports in compliance with the election laws described below can result
in substantial criminal, civil, and administrative penalties. Failure to file within the prescribed deadlines can lead
to late filing penalties for each day the statement is late.

ALL
CANDIDATES

The Federal Election Campaign Act (2 U.S.C. Section 441b) prohibits contributions from foreign
nationals, national banks, or national corporations in connection with any local, state, or federal
election for political office.
The Political Reform Act (Title 9 of the Government Code) was adopted by voter initiative in 1974
and has been periodically amended by state legislation and through ballot initiatives. The Act, in
part, provides that:
 Receipts and expenditures in election campaigns should be fully and truthfully disclosed in
order that the voters may be fully informed and improper practices may be inhibited.
(Gov. Code Sec. 81002 (a))
 Assets and income of public officials which may be materially affected by their official actions
should be disclosed and in appropriate circumstances the officials should be disqualified from
acting in order that conflicts of interest may be avoided. (Gov. Code Sec. 81002 (c))
The Political Reform Act is administered by the Fair Political Practices Commission (FPPC) which
provides the Registrar of Voters with information manuals, instruction sheets, and disclosure forms
that must be used in order for candidates, officeholders, and committees to comply with the Act.
The Registrar of Voters provides these items in financial information packets available to all
candidates, officeholders, and committees that might have filing obligations with the
Registrar of Voters. Please obtain and refer to those packets for information and guidelines
regarding financial disclosure requirements of the Act.
Note: Some disclosure requirements must be met prior to the solicitation or receipt of any
contribution or loan, and prior to use of any of the candidate’s personal funds in support of
their campaign. Please examine materials provided carefully so that compliance with the
law is made.

LOCAL
REQUIREMENTS

Local jurisdictions may adopt local ordinances that impose requirements on officeholders,
candidates, and committees active only in their jurisdictions. Local jurisdictions may also impose
contribution limitations in elections within their jurisdictions. These requirements and limitations are
in addition to state requirements. A local campaign ordinance, however, never preempts state law.
All city, county and state officeholders, candidates and committees must report contributions and
expenditures on the FPPC’s forms and comply with disclosure requirements/filing deadlines set forth
in the Political Reform Act.
Adjusted 2017 County Contribution Limit = $800 per county primary & general election. County
Offices Only (Board of Supervisors, Assessor/Recorder/County Clerk, District Attorney, Sheriff,
Treasurer/Tax Collector and County Board of Education). For the County Election Campaign
Finance & Control Ordinance, please go to sdvote.com.
San Diego County Registrar of Voters is pleased to announce an online filing feature for the
campaign financial disclosure website. This feature provides the capability for a filer to complete
and submit campaign finance disclosure forms online. This free online service is available to any
local elected official, candidate, or committee required to file campaign disclosure documents with
the County. Online filing becomes mandatory once the $10,000 threshold is met; please go to
sdvote.com for more information.
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FINANCIAL AND CAMPAIGN DISCLOSURE INFORMATION
(Continued)
FEDERAL
REQUIREMENTS

IMPORTANT
ADDRESSES,
TELEPHONE
NUMBERS, AND
WEBSITES

Provisions of the Political Reform Act (described under “ALL CANDIDATES”) DO NOT
apply to elections for federal office, including seats in the U.S. Senate or House of
Representatives. Candidates for federal office and committees that participate in
federal campaigns are subject to federal disclosure requirements.
Assistance for federal candidates and committees may be obtained from the Federal
Election Commission at the address and telephone number shown below.
SAN DIEGO COUNTY
Registrar of Voters
Campaign Services
5600 Overland Ave., Suite 100
San Diego CA 92123
Phone: (858) 505-7260
Fax:
(858) 505-6876
Internet: sdvote.com
• Local Committees and Candidates
• Forms and Manuals
• Filing Schedules
• Review and Copy Filed Reports

SECRETARY OF STATE
Political Reform Division
1500 11th Street, Room 495
Sacramento CA 95814
Phone: (916) 653-6224
Fax:
(916) 653-5045
Internet: sos.ca.gov
• Committee Identification Numbers
• Termination of Committees

FEDERAL ELECTIONS COMMISSION
999 E Street NW
Washington DC 20463
Phone: (800) 424-9530
Internet: fec.gov
• Federal Campaign Disclosure
• Contributions prohibited from National
Banks, National Corporations and
Foreign Nationals

FAIR POLITICAL PRACTICES
COMMISSION
1102 Q Street, Suite 3000
Sacramento CA 95811
Phone: (866) 275-3772 (Toll Free)
Fax: (916) 322-0886
Internet: fppc.ca.gov
• Campaign Disclosure
• State Contribution Limits
• Conflict of Interest Disclosure
• Lobbying Disclosure
• Conflict of Interests Disqualification
• Proper Use of Campaign Funds

STATE FRANCHISE TAX BOARD
(800) 338-0505
Internet: ftb.ca.gov

•

Committee Tax Status
• Tax Deductible Contributions
• Charitable Non-Profit Groups
• Any Other Tax-Related Questions

To Report a Violation
(Anonymous calls are accepted)
(866) 275-3772 (Toll Free)

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
(800) 829-1040
Internet: irs.gov
• Federal Taxpayer I.D. Numbers
• Any Other Tax Related Questions

For information on campaign disclosure requirements, please contact:
Fair Political Practices Commission
(866) 275-3772
(Toll Free)

OR
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Campaign Services
Registrar of Voters
County of San Diego
(858) 505-7260

FINANCIAL AND CAMPAIGN DISCLOSURE INFORMATION
(Continued)

Campaign
Statement
Filing
Requirements

Termination of
Filing
Requirements

Campaign
Expenditures
From a
Candidate’s
Personal Funds
Statements are
Public Record
Audits

The Political Reform Act of 1974 requires all candidates for state and local elective office, all state
and local elected officeholders, proponents of state ballot measures who control a ballot measure
committee, and committees supporting or opposing state and local candidates, all measures, and
petition circulation drives to file campaign disclosure statements disclosing contributions received and
expenditures made.
Candidates who anticipate receiving less than $2,000 during the entire calendar year, exclusive of the
costs of the filing fee and/or Statement of Qualifications if paid from personal funds, may reduce their
filing obligation by filing a Form 470 (Officeholder and Candidate-Short Form). If there are any
contributions or expenditures, a Form 501 (Candidate Intention Statement), must be filed and records
of contributions and expenditures must be maintained. No further campaign statements need be filed
for this election unless the $2,000 threshold is reached. (Gov. Code Sec. 84206)
If, after filing a Form 470, the candidate’s or officeholder’s total contributions or total expenditures for
the calendar year reach $2,000, a Form 470 Supplemental must be filed and notification must be
provided to the other candidates for the same office.
Additionally, a Form 410 (Statement of Organization), needs to be filed and a Form 460 (Recipient
Committee Statement Long Form), must be filed for the appropriate reporting periods.
Candidates, officeholders and committees DO NOT automatically terminate their filing requirements
when activity ceases or when an officeholder vacates the office. An individual who qualifies as a
candidate maintains that status until any potential campaign activity which may be required to be
disclosed ceases.
After the election, a candidate’s future filing obligations usually are determined by whether he or she
won or lost. A primarily formed committee will often choose to close (terminate) its committee.
However, the law does not require any local candidate or committee to terminate.
A defeated candidate who filed the campaign statement short form, Form 470, has no further reporting
obligations after the election as long as less than $2,000 was raised or spent during the calendar year.
Defeated candidates with committees who wish to use the money remaining in the campaign bank
account for a future election to the same office, must:
•
File a new Form 501 (Candidate Intention Statement), and
•
Amend the Form 410 (Statement of Organization).
To use the funds for a future election for a different office, the candidate must:
•
File a new Form 501
•
Open a new campaign bank account, and
•
File a new Form 410 for the future election.
In either event, this must be done no later than 90 days from the closing date for the postelection filing period or within 90 days from the date of leaving office (defeated incumbents),
whichever occurs last, or the funds will become “surplus” campaign funds and will be subject
to restrictions.
Please refer to the appropriate Fair Political Practices Commission manual for reporting requirements
for successful candidates, defeated candidates, primarily formed committees, and the guidelines for
terminating a campaign committee.
All money intended for use in the campaign, including personal funds, must be deposited in a
campaign account. All campaign expenditures for the specific office must be made from the
specified bank account. The funds in the account may not be used in connection with any other
office sought.
All statements filed are a matter of public record. Redacted statements may be viewed online at
sdvote.com. Un-redacted statements may be inspected at the Registrar of Voters Office by anyone,
and copies can be purchased at ten cents (.10) per page.
Chapter 10 of the Political Reform Act provides the guidelines for an ongoing program of mandatory
audits. The program encompasses campaign statements filed by all candidates for elective office,
from statewide office to special local jurisdictions. The majority of the audits are conducted by a special
unit of the Franchise Tax Board.
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FINANCIAL AND CAMPAIGN DISCLOSURE INFORMATION
(Continued)

Late Fees/
Fines/
Penalties

Filing after a deadline may lead to late filing penalties of $10 for each day the statement is late.
Committees that fail to file are subject to administrative penalties of up to $5,000 per violation. With the
exception of the 2nd pre-election statement (which must be hand delivered or guaranteed overnight
delivery), statements must be hand delivered or postmarked as first-class mail by the due date. Certified
mail is recommended but not a requirement. (Gov. Code Sec. 81007 & 91013)
Violations of the campaign disclosure law may result in criminal prosecution by the State Attorney
General, County District Attorney or civil action by the Fair Political Practices Commission, the
District Attorney, or a private citizen. (Gov. Code Section 91001 et seq.)
It is the responsibility of candidates and/or committees to be aware of and to file the required
campaign disclosure statements in a correct and timely manner. As a courtesy, the County of San
Diego Registrar of Voters mails reminder notices to candidates who, based on nomination
documents, appear to have a campaign disclosure filing requirement.
If a candidate and/or committee with a campaign disclosure filing obligation fails to file in a timely
manner, the non-receipt of a reminder notice MAY NOT be utilized (or rationalized) as the reason
for late or non-filing.
FILING IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CANDIDATE AND/OR COMMITTEE!

Late Contribution
and/or
Late Independent
Expenditure
Reports

Each candidate or committee that makes or receives a late contribution (including a loan) of $1,000
or more or makes a late independent expenditure of $1,000 or more between August 8 and
November 6 shall report it WITHIN 24 HOURS by personal delivery, fax, email, guaranteed
overnight service or online, if available. (Gov. Code Sec. 84203 (b))

Campaign Funds

All contributions must be segregated and shall not be commingled with personal funds of the
recipient or any other person. (Gov. Code Sec. 84307)

Contributions/
Expenditures

No monetary contribution of $100 or more shall be made or received in cash. No expenditure of
$100 or more shall be made in cash. (Gov. Code Sec. 84300 (a), (b))

“Candidate”

“Candidate” means an individual who is listed on the ballot or who has qualified to have write-in
votes on his or her behalf counted by election officials, for nomination or for election to any elective
office, or who receives a contribution or makes an expenditure or gives his or her consent for any
other person to receive a contribution or make an expenditure with a view to bringing about his or
her nomination or election to any elective office, whether or not the specific elective office for which
he or she will seek nomination or election is known at the time the contribution is received or the
expenditure is made and whether or not he or she has announced his or her candidacy or filed a
declaration of candidacy at such time. An individual who becomes a candidate shall retain his or her
status as a candidate until such time as that status is terminated pursuant to Section 84214. (Gov.
Code Sec. 82007)

“Committee”

“Committee” means any person or combination of persons who directly or indirectly does any of the
following:
a) Receives contributions totaling $2,000 or more in a calendar year.
b) Makes independent expenditures totaling $1,000 or more in a calendar year; or
c) Makes contributions totaling $10,000 or more in a calendar year to or at the behest of
candidates or committees.
The term “contribution” includes monetary payments, loans and non-monetary goods or services.
A person or combination of persons that becomes a committee shall retain its status as a committee
until such time as that status is terminated pursuant to Section 84214.
(Gov. Code Sec. 82013)

“Controlled
Committee”

A committee receiving $2,000 or more must file a Form 410 (Statement of Organization) within ten
days of receipt.
“Controlled Committee” means a committee that is controlled directly or indirectly by a candidate or
state measure proponent or that acts jointly with a candidate, controlled committee, or state measure
proponent in connection with the making of expenditures. A candidate or state measure proponent
controls a committee if he or she, his or her agent, or any other committee he or she controls has a
significant influence on the actions or decisions of the committee.
(Gov. Code Sec. 82016)
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FORM 410

Statement of Organization/Termination. For use in organizing a committee, amending a Form 410,
or termination of a committee.

FORM 460

Recipient Committee Campaign Statement – Long Form. For use by recipient committees which
receive a cumulative contribution of $100 or more from a single source and/or officeholder not eligible
to file a Form 470 or who is filing jointly with one or more controlled committees. A controlled
committee is one which is controlled directly or indirectly by a candidate or which acts jointly with a
candidate or controlled committee in connection with the making of expenditures.

FORM 470

Officeholder and Candidate Campaign Statement – Short Form. For use if less than $2,000 has
been raised or spent by or on behalf of the candidate, and he/she anticipates raising or spending less
than $2,000 for his/her candidacy for the entire calendar year.

FORM 470
Supplement

Officeholder and Candidate Campaign Statement – Supplement. For use only if the candidate
filed a Form 470 stating they would raise or spend less than $2,000 and then later exceeds the limit.

FORM 496

24 Hour Independent Expenditure Report. For use by committees that make an “independent”
expenditure during the 90 days immediately preceding the election. The (aggregated) expenditure
must expressly advocate the election, nomination, or defeat of a clearly identified candidate, or the
qualification, passage, or defeat of a clearly identified measure. Furthermore, this expenditure cannot
be made to or at the behest of the affected candidate or committee. If it is, the expenditure is then an
“In-Kind Contribution.”

FORM 497

Late Contribution Report. For use by candidates or committees that receive within the 90 days
before an election or on the date of the election, a contribution (including loans or any combination of
monetary and non-monetary contributions) that totals $1,000 or more from a single source.

FORM 501

Candidate Intention Statement. For use by candidates prior to solicitation or receipt of any
contributions, or expenditure of any personal funds used for the election, with the exception of filing
fees and/or a candidate statement of qualifications.

FORM 700

Statement of Economic Interests. For use to publicly disclose personal assets and income.
Candidates must file this form with their nomination papers. Once elected ALL “office
holders” must file this report annually.

All the forms above may be downloaded from the Fair Political Practices Commission at: fppc.ca.gov

COMMON FILING REQUIREMENTS
Candidates and committee treasurers are encouraged to become familiar with all of the disclosure requirements and FPPC
forms. However, many local candidates and committees raise and spend money only in connection with a particular election
and then terminate their filing obligations. These candidates and committees are likely to file only a few of the FPPC’s many
campaign forms.
A list of these forms is provided below:

Candidates who spend LESS than $2,000
• Form 501 – Candidate Intention Statement
• Form 470 – Officeholder/Candidate Campaign
Statement- Short Form

Candidates who spend $2,000 or MORE
• Form 501 –
• Form 410 –
• From 460 –
• Form 497 –

Primarily Formed Committees for Local Candidates
•
•
•
•

Form 410 – Statement of Organization (also used for “Termination”)
From 460 – Recipient Committee Campaign Statement
Form 496 – Late Independent Expenditure Report
Form 497 – Late Contribution Report
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Candidate Intention Statement
Statement of Organization
(also used for “Termination”)
Recipient Committee Campaign Statement
Late Contribution Report
(used for “24-hour reporting” requirement)

WHERE TO FILE CAMPAIGN DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS
* This chart applies to Local candidates ONLY; not Federal or State offices.

Form
Number

When to File:

Original Filed Here:

501

Before any money is raised or spent

410

Within 10 days of receiving $2,000 in
contributions

Amended
410

Within 10 days of whenever changes
on the original 410 need to be made

460

According to the schedule on page 54

470

On or before the due date for the First PreElection Report; September 27

470
Supplement

San Diego County
Registrar of Voters
Secretary of State’s Office
Political Reform Division
1500 11th Street, Room 495
Sacramento, CA 95814-5701

497

In the 90 days before an election or on the
date of the election this form must be filed as
follows:
•
Within 24 hours of receiving or making
contribution of $1,000 or more.
OR
•
Within 48 hours of receiving a late nonmonetary or in-kind contribution
This is required when contributions
cumulatively total $1,000 or more from a single
source.

700

Candidates – Must file no later than August 10

San Diego County
Registrar of Voters

Sec. of State
and
Each opponent
for same office

(This form is required only if the candidate filed a
Form 470 stating they would raise or spend less
than $2,000 and then later exceeds the limit.)

Within 24 hours of a $1,000 independent
expenditure being made during the 90 days
immediately preceding the election

N/A

N/A

Within 48 hours of receiving a contribution or
making an expenditure of $2,000

496

Copies
Filed Here:

San Diego County
Registrar of Voters

N/A

Filing procedures are different for Federal, Statewide, State Senate, and State Assembly candidates.
• For filing requirements, candidates for “state” offices are encouraged to contact the Secretary of State’s
Office and the Fair Political Practices Commission:
sos.ca.gov or fppc.ca.gov
• For filing requirements, candidates for Federal offices should contact the Federal Elections Commission:
fec.gov

Note: Unsigned forms are incomplete and not considered filed until they are signed.
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Fast Facts

GETTING STARTED
For candidates spending $2,000 or more

CAMPAIGN RULES PAGE:
Bookmark the Campaign Rules page to find resources and answers to campaign-related questions
throughout your campaign. All links noted below can be reached through the Campaign Rules page.
FPPC Home Page > Learn > Campaign Rules

TWO IMPORTANT RULES TO REMEMBER:
 Candidates MUST deposit funds into the campaign bank account before spending money on
the campaign. Candidates may not spend money out of pocket for campaign expenses.
 Candidates MUST file Form 501 before soliciting or accepting contributions.

FORMS TO START:
• Form 501 – Candidate Intention Statement
• Form 410 – Statement of Organization (No bank account yet? Enter “Pending” where asked.)
• Form 700 – Statement of Economic Interests

ID NUMBER:
1. Send completed Form 410 to CA Secretary of State (SOS) and a copy to your local filing official.
2. SOS issues the committee ID number and posts it to their website, usually within 1-2 business
days after receiving your completed Form 410.
3. To find your committee ID number, go to cal-access.sos.ca.gov.
4. Enter your committee name in the search bar at top left of the screen.
• If your committee ID number is not available, SOS may not have posted it yet. Or, the Form
410 may be incorrect and SOS will send you a notice via USPS.
• To find out the status of your ID number, contact the SOS at (916) 653-6224.

FILING SCHEDULES & DEADLINES:
Determine what campaign reports are due, and when they’re due, by reviewing your filing schedule.

MOST COMMON CAMPAIGN REPORTS:
• Form 460
• Form 497

MANUALS:
• Disclosure Manual 1 – State Candidates
• Disclosure Manual 2 – Local Candidates and Judges

CANDIDATE/TREASURER VIDEO:
Watch the Candidate/Treasurer video and print slides to read while you watch.

TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES:
In addition to the video above, you may learn more by registering for webinars and workshops.
FPPC Home Page > Learn > Campaign Rules > Training & Outreach > Candidate, Treasurer, or
Committee?

QUESTIONS?
• advice@fppc.ca.gov
• (866) 275-3772 Mon-Thurs, 9-11:30 a.m.
This fact sheet is informational only, and contains only highlights of selected provisions of the law. It does not carry the weight of
the law.
EAED 05/17
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VOTING BY MAIL
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENTS, MASS MAILINGS AND SIMULATED BALLOT REQUIREMENTS
REGISTRATION, MAPS AND ELECTION DATA
SIGN REGULATIONS
STATE INFORMATION
COUNTY INFORMATION
CITIES INFORMATION
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VOTING BY MAIL
Candidates or campaigns planning to distribute mail ballot applications are advised, before implementation,
to review the “Guide for Conducting a Vote-by-Mail Application Drive” prepared by the Secretary of State.
http://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/voter-registration/vote-mail/
Critical points include:
1. Approval of application format by Registrar of Voters, prior to printing.
2. Applications received from voters by campaigns must be returned to the Registrar of
Voters within 72 hours.
A complete copy of the “Guide for Conducting a Vote-by-Mail Application Drive”, which includes the
application format, is available from the Registrar of Voters Office.
Voting by mail is available to any registered voter. Obtaining a ballot at the Registrar of Voters Office or
requesting a ballot through the mail before the election can be a convenient way to cast one’s vote.

APPLICATION


HOW TO OBTAIN
A MAIL BALLOT

CONTENTS OF
APPLICATION











Use application on back cover of Sample Ballot & Voter Information Pamphlet,
OR
Write a brief note or complete an application.
Phone requests are taken for one time request and “only the registered voter
himself or herself may apply for a vote by mail ballot. An application for a vote
by mail ballot that is made by any person other than the registered voter is a
criminal offense.” (E.C. Sec. 3007.8)
Voter’s printed name
Residence address (not a PO Box)
Address where ballot should be mailed
Telephone number (optional)
Birth date (optional)
Voter’s written signature

MAIL
DELIVER
APPLICATION

REGISTRAR OF VOTERS
P.O. Box 85520
San Diego, CA 92186-5520

FAX
858-505-7294

SCHEDULE
October 8

Vote by Mail ballots are available by mail or in person from the Registrar of Voters.
(Requests received prior to October 8, 2018 will be held and processed beginning this
date.)

October 30

Vote by Mail ballot requests must be received no later than 5 p.m. on this date.

October 31
to
November 6

Late Mail Voting – If during the final six days prior to the election a voter becomes ill or
disabled for any reason, or finds they will be away from the polls on Election Day, the
voter may vote at the Registrar of Voters in person, or request in a written statement,
signed under penalty of perjury, that a ballot be provided for the voter.

November 6

Voted ballots must be received at the Registrar of Voters Office, or at any polling place
in San Diego County, no later than 8 p.m. on Election Day or postmarked on or before
Election Day and received no later than the Friday after Election Day.

For further information on voting by mail, please call (858) 565-5800.
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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT REQUIREMENTS

POLITICAL
ADVERTISEMENT
REQUIREMENTS

Any paid political advertisement that refers to an election or to any candidate for state
or local elective office and that is contained in or distributed with a newspaper, shall
bear on each surface or page thereof, in type or lettering at least half as large as the
type or lettering of the advertisement or in 10-point roman type, whichever is larger,
the words “Paid Political Advertisement.” The words shall be set apart from any other
printed matter.
As used in this section “paid political advertisement” shall mean and shall be limited
to, published statements paid for by advertisers for purposes of supporting or defeating
any person who has filed for an elective state or local office.
(E.C. Sec. 20008)

MASS MAILING OF CAMPAIGN LITERATURE
REGISTRAR OF
VOTERS DUTIES
PUBLIC EXPENSE
DEFINITION

A copy of Section 84305 of the Government Code (see below) shall be provided by
the Registrar to each candidate or his or her agent at the time of filing the declaration
of candidacy . . . (E.C. Sec. 16)
No newsletter or other mass mailing shall be sent at public expense.
(Gov. Code Sec. 89001)

“Mass mailing” means over 200 substantially similar pieces of mail, but does not
include a form letter or other mail which is sent in response to an unsolicited request,
letter or other inquiry. (Gov. Code Sec. 82041.5)

CALIFORNIA GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 84305
(a) (1) Except as provided in subdivision (b), a candidate, candidate controlled committee established for an elective office
for the controlling candidate, or political party committee shall not send a mass mailing unless the name, street address,
and city of the candidate or committee are shown on the outside of each piece of mail in the mass mailing and on at least
one of the inserts included within each piece of mail of the mailing in no less than 6-point type that is in a color or print that
contrasts with the background so as to be easily legible. A post office box may be stated in lieu of a street address if the
candidate’s, candidate controlled committee established for an elective office for the controlling candidate’s, or political
party committee’s address is a matter of public record with the Secretary of State.
(2) Except as provided in subdivision (b), a committee, other than a candidate controlled committee established for an
elective office for the controlling candidate or a political party committee, shall not send a mass mailing that is not required
to include a disclosure pursuant to Section 84502 unless the name, street address, and city of the committee is shown on
the outside of each piece of mail in the mass mailing and on at least one of the inserts included within each piece of mail
of the mailing in no less than 6-point type that is in a color or print that contrasts with the background so as to be easily
legible. A post office box may be stated in lieu of a street address if the committee’s address is a matter of public record
with the Secretary of State.
(b) If the sender of the mass mailing is a single candidate or committee, the name, street address, and city of the
candidate or committee need only be shown on the outside of each piece of mail.
(c) (1) A candidate, candidate controlled committee established for an elective office for the controlling candidate, or
political party committee shall not send a mass electronic mailing unless the name of the candidate or committee is
shown in the electronic mailing preceded by the words “Paid for by” in at least the same size font as a majority of the text
in the electronic mailing.
(2) A committee, other than a candidate controlled committee established for an elective office for the controlling
candidate or a political party committee, shall not send a mass electronic mailing that is not required to include a
disclosure pursuant to Section 84502 or 84504.3 unless the name of the committee is shown in the electronic mailing
preceded by the words “Paid for by” in at least the same size font as a majority of the text in the electronic mailing.
(d) If the sender of a mass mailing is a controlled committee, the name of the person controlling the committee shall be
included in addition to the information required by subdivision (a).
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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
CALIFORNIA GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 84305
(e) For purposes of this section, the following terms have the following meaning:
(1) “Mass electronic mailing” means sending more than two hundred substantially similar pieces of electronic mail within a
calendar month.
(2) “Sender” means the candidate, candidate controlled committee established for an elective office for the controlling
candidate, or political party committee who pays for the largest portion of expenditures attributable to the designing,
printing, and posting of the mailing which are reportable pursuant to Sections 84200 to 84217, inclusive.
(3) To “pay for” a share of the cost of a mass mailing means to make, to promise to make, or to incur an obligation to
make, any payment: (A) to any person for the design, printing, postage, materials, or other costs of the mailing, including
salaries, fees, or commissions, or (B) as a fee or other consideration for an endorsement or, in the case of a ballot
measure, support or opposition, in the mailing.
(f) This section does not apply to a mass mailing or mass electronic mailing that is paid for by an independent
expenditure.

SIMULATED BALLOT REQUIREMENTS
(Elections Code Section 20009)
(a) Every simulated ballot or simulated county voter information guide shall bear on each surface or page thereof, in
type or lettering at least half as large as the type or lettering of the statement or words or in 10-point roman type,
whichever is larger, in a printed or drawn box and set apart from any other printed matter, the following statement:

“NOTICE TO VOTERS
“(Required by Law)
“This is not an official ballot or an official county voter information guide prepared by the
county elections official or the Secretary of State.
“This is an unofficial, marked ballot prepared by _____ (insert name and address of person
or organization responsible for preparation thereof).”
This section shall not be construed as requiring this notice in any editorial or other statement appearing in a
regularly published newspaper or magazine other than a paid political advertisement.
(b) A simulated ballot or simulated county voter information guide referred to in subdivision (a) shall bear any official
seal or the insignia of any public entity, and that seal or insignia shall not appear upon the envelope in which it is
mailed or otherwise delivered.
(c) The superior court, in any case brought before it by any registered voter, may issue a temporary or permanent
restraining order or injunction against the publication, printing, circulation, posting, or distribution of any matter in
violation of this section, and all cases of this nature shall be in a preferred position for purposes of trial and appeal,
so as to assure the speedy disposition of cases of this nature.
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REGISTRATION, MAPS AND ELECTION DATA
Listed below is a brief description of some of the services and materials available from the Registrar of
Voters Office. Many of the items are to be used for specified purposes only, including political campaigns.

VOTER
REGISTRATION
INFORMATION

Voter registration data and record layouts are furnished with each CD. The format for all data is
in tab delimited text file only. It is the Requester’s responsibility to import/export, sort and format
this information for compatibility with their database.
The purchaser will be required to:
1. Show a picture identification card (E.C. 2188)
2. Sign an application which states

3.

the specific purpose for which the information will be used, and

 the data will not be used for unauthorized purposes
Pay in advance.

DIGITAL
GIS DATA

Shape files, Election Precincts and Poll Sites
This data is provided upon request through San Diego GIS at: sangis.org or call
858-874-7000.
The purchaser will be required to:
1. Read and sign County of San Diego GIS Data Agreement and Disclaimer
2. Show picture identification card.
3. Fill out a Confidentiality and Non-Disclosure Agreement.
For GIS Digital Data information, call 858-505-7370 or 858-505-7369.

DISTRICT MAPS

Maps of political districts are on file in the Maps and Polls section of the Registrar of Voters.
They may be reviewed during regular business hours. To view samples of the maps visit
sdvote.com. The following maps are available for purchase on paper or CD.
1. Customer Ready Maps - Large format 36”x48” preprinted color maps are available for
purchase for the following political districts:
Countywide:
City of San Diego Citywide:
Congressional Districts
City Council Districts
State Assembly Districts
San Diego Unified School District
State Senate Districts
San Diego Community College District
County Supervisorial Districts
County Board of Education
2. Small Maps - The preprinted black and white maps in 8 ½” x 11” format are available for
purchase at the Registrar of Voters Office. Available maps include the following political
districts:
Countywide and District Detail Map:
City of San Diego Citywide only:
Congressional Districts
City Council Districts
State Assembly Districts
State Senate Districts
County Supervisorial Districts
3. Custom Maps - Upon request, the Maps and Polls staff can create custom maps for
specific political districts with higher detail, precinct maps, local districts not listed in item 1,
or other special requests. The price would be determined on a time and material basis.
To purchase maps or get more information on maps, visit our website sdvote.com or call
858-565-5800.
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SIGN REGULATIONS – STATE INFORMATION
STATE OF CALIFORNIA-BUSINESS, TRANSPORTATION AND HOUSING AGENCY

EDMUND G. BROWN JR, Governor

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
DIVISION OF TRAFFIC OPERATIONS
OUTDOOR ADVERTISING PROGRAM

Dear Candidate or Committee Member:
As a candidate or campaign worker for either offi ce or a ballot measure, this reminder about State
law governing campaign signs should be helpful to you.
Section 5405.3 of the State Outdoor Advertising Act exempts the placing of Temporary Political
Signs from normal outdoor advertising display requirements.
A Temporary Political Sign meets the following criteria:
A. Encourages a particular vote in a scheduled election.
B. Is placed no sooner than 90 days prior to the scheduled election and is removed within 10
days after that election.
C. Is no larger than 32 square feet.
D. Has had a Statement of Responsibility filed with the Department certifying a person who
will be responsible for removing the sign (Attached).
A completed Statement of Responsibility must be submitted to:
Division of Traffic Operations
Outdoor Advertising Program
P.O. Box 942874, MS-36
Sacramento, CA 94274-0001
Temporary Political Signs shall not be placed within the right-of-way of any highway, or be visible
within 660 feet from the edge of the right-of-way of a classified “Landscaped freeway”.
State law directs the Department of Transportation to remove unauthorized Temporary Political Signs
and bill the responsible party for their removal. We are calling these provisions to your attention to
avoid possible embarrassment or inconvenience to you and your supporters. Please share this
information with those assisting in your campaign.
Should you have any questions, comments or need additional information, please call (916) 654-6473.
Enclosure
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SIGN REGULATIONS (Continued) - STATE INFORMATION
STATE OF CALIFORNIA-BUSINESS, TRANSPORTATION AND HOUSING AGENCY

EDMUND G. BROWN JR, Governor

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
DIVISION OF TRAFFIC OPERATIONS
OUTDOOR ADVERTISING PROGRAM

STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR TEMPORARY
POLITICAL SIGNS
Election Date:

June

November

Other:

Candidate’s Name:
Office sought or Proposition Number:
County where sign(s) will be placed:
Number of signs to be placed:
RESPONSIBLE PARTY:
Name:
Address:

Phone Number (Include Area Code)
The undersigned hereby accepts responsibility for the removal of Temporary Political Signs placed
pursuant to Section 5405.3 of the Outdoor Advertising Act for the above candidate or proposition.
It is understood and agreed that any Temporary Political Signs placed sooner than ninety (90) days
prior to the election and/or not removed within ten (10) days after the election, may be removed by the
Department and the responsible party will be billed for any associated removal costs.

SIGNATURE OF RESPONSIBLE PARTY

DATE

Mail Statement of Responsibility to:
Division of Traffic Operations
Outdoor Advertising Program
P.O. Box 942874, MS-36

Sacramento, CA 94274-0001
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SIGN REGULATIONS (Continued) - COUNTY INFORMATION
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SIGN REGULATIONS (Continued) - COUNTY INFORMATION
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SIGN REGULATIONS (Continued) - COUNTY INFORMATION
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SIGN REGULATIONS (Continued) - COUNTY INFORMATION
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SIGN REGULATIONS (Continued) - CITIES INFORMATION
Sign Ordinances for Incorporated Cities
Information on sign permits or complaints about illegal signs can be obtained from the numbers listed below.

INCORPORATED CITIES
CITY

DEPARTMENT

TELEPHONE NUMBER

Sign Permits Only-Planning Department

(760) 602-4610

Sign Complaints/Questions-Code Enforcement

(760) 602-2703

CHULA VISTA

Code Enforcement

(619) 697-5280

CORONADO

Planning & Zoning

(619) 522-7326

DEL MAR

Code Enforcement

(858) 704-3651

EL CAJON

Community Development Planning Division

(619) 441-1742

ENCINITAS

Code Enforcement

(760) 633-2685

ESCONDIDO

Code Enforcement

(760) 839-4650 dial 9

City Clerk

(619) 423-8300

Code Compliance

(619) 628-1358

LA MESA

Planning Department

(619) 667-1177

LEMON GROVE

Code Compliance

(619) 825-3820

NATIONAL CITY

Code Enforcement

(619) 336-4364

Code Enforcement - Complaints

(760) 435-4500

Sign Permits - Planning Division

(760) 435-3520

Code Compliance - Complaints

(858) 668-4663

Sign Permits – Development Services

(858) 668-4656

Code Enforcement

(619) 236-5500

Development Services Department

(619) 446-5000

SAN MARCOS

Code Enforcement Office

(760) 744-1050 Ext. 3204

SANTEE

Development Services

(619) 258-4100 Ext. 152

SOLANA BEACH

Community Development

(858) 720-2440

VISTA

Code Enforcement

(760) 639-6141

CARLSBAD

IMPERIAL BEACH

OCEANSIDE

POWAY

SAN DIEGO

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
SEE PAGE 68 FOR DETAILS

(916) 654-6473

UNINCORPORATED AREAS OF SAN DIEGO
SEE PAGE 70 FOR DETAILS

(858) 694-2055
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CHAPTER 6
Additional Information

ELECTION DAY
ELECTION NIGHT AND POST-ELECTION DAY
ELECTION VIOLATIONS
LETTER FROM LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO POLICY I-1
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ELECTION DAY
VOTING HOURS

Polls open at 7 a.m. and close at 8 p.m. (E.C. Sec. 14212)

CANDIDATE’S
POLLING PLACE
CANDIDATE’S
EMPLOYMENT

Registrar of Voter’s policy does not allow candidates or their family members to host a
polling place or serve as a poll worker in the candidate’s jurisdiction.

LIST OF POLLING
PLACES
CHANGE OF
POLLING PLACES

POLL WATCHERS

Registrar of Voter’s policy does not allow candidates or their family members to work as
temporary employees for the Registrar of Voters Office during their candidacy.
Not less than one week before the election, the Registrar of Voters shall post a list of all
current polling places in each precinct and a list of precinct board members appointed by
the 15th day before the election. (E.C. Sec. 12105.5)
This list is posted on sdvote.com.
If a polling location changes after the Sample Ballot & Voter Information Pamphlets are
mailed to voters, the Registrar of Voters will notify voters via a “polls change postcard”.
(E.C. Sec. 12281)

Any member of the public may be an observer. There are strict policies and procedures
observers must follow.
Observers may:
 Observe the process of opening the poll and closing the poll
 Inspect the roster of voters and street index at the convenience of polls workers and
voters
 Observe voting procedures throughout Election Day.
Observers may NOT:
 Interfere with the voting process or with poll worker operations
 Photograph or videotape inside the polling place while the polls are open and while
voters are present in the polls
 Touch any voting materials
 Sit at the poll worker table
 Discuss any ballot or political issue
 Be in the area where voters are casting their ballots
“Electioneering” means the visible display or audible dissemination of information that
advocates for or against any candidate or measure on the ballot within 100 feet of a polling
place, an elections official’s office, or a satellite location under Section 3018. Prohibited
electioneering information includes, but is not limited to, any of the following:
(a) A display of a candidate’s name, likeness, or logo.
(b) A display of a ballot measure’s number, title, subject, or logo.
(c) Buttons, hats, pencils, pens, shirts, signs, or stickers containing electioneering
information.
(d) Dissemination of audible electioneering information.
(E.C. Sec. 319.5)

ELECTIONEERING

No person, on election day, or at any time that a voter may be casting a ballot, shall, within
100 feet of a polling place, a satellite location under Section 3018, or an elections official’s
office:
(a) Circulate an initiative, referendum, recall, or nomination petition or any other petition.
(b) Solicit a vote or speak to a voter on the subject of marking his or her ballot.
(c) Place a sign relating to voters’ qualifications or speak to a voter on the subject of his
or her qualifications except as provided in Section 14240.
(d) Do any electioneering as defined by Section 319.5.
As used in this section, “100 feet of a polling place, a satellite location under Section 3018,
or an elections official’s office” means a distance 100 feet from the room or rooms in which
voters are signing the roster and casting ballots.
Any person who violates any of the provisions of this section is guilty of a misdemeanor.
(E.C. Sec. 18370)
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ELECTION NIGHT AND POST-ELECTION DAY
ELECTION NIGHT
ACTIVITIES

Shortly after the polls close at 8 p.m. the first report containing mail ballot voting results
is released. As polls ballots are returned to the Registrar of Voters Office for tabulation,
vote results are updated. Updates occur approximately every 30 minutes until all results
are reported. Typically, the first precinct results are reported by 10 p.m.
The ballot tabulation process is open for public viewing. All observers must wear badges.

ELECTION
RESULTS

Election results are available on sdvote.com on election night beginning shortly after 8
p.m. until all precincts are reported and the ballots counted.
Mail ballots dropped off at the polls and provisional ballots are counted during the 30
days following the election. Bulletins with these “add-on counts” are available at the front
counter of the Registrar of Voters Office. The results on the website are updated after
each “add-on count.”
The semi-official (election night) precinct breakdown is available Thursday after the
election at the Registrar of Voters Office.

OFFICIAL CANVASS The Registrar of Voters must conduct the official canvass of the returns within 30 days
after the election. When the canvass is completed, a certified statement of the results is
OF THE RETURNS
submitted to the Secretary of State, the Board of Supervisors, and affected jurisdictions.
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KNOW OF AN ELECTION VIOLATION?
HERE’S WHO TO CALL
In response to the many inquiries we receive regarding possible election violations or fraud, a list has
been compiled regarding who to contact for the various types of violations.
The San Diego County Registrar of Voters is NOT an enforcement agency and is therefore unable to
investigate any violations. Reports of violations should be referred to the agencies listed below:
▪ False or misleading campaign materials: No agency enforcement; these issues are dealt with
in court.
▪ Violations of the Political Reform Act (Title 9 of the California Government Code in Sections
81000 through 91015), i.e. mass mailing requirements; slate mailers; campaign disclosure;
proper use of campaign funds; disclosure of economic interests: Contact the Fair Political
Practices Commission at fppc.ca.gov, 866-275-3772.
▪ Election Fraud: Contact the District Attorney, 619-531-4051, or the California Secretary of State
at sos.ca.gov, 916-657-2166.
▪ Unlawful Use of Public Funds, violations of the Elections Code, the Penal Code, or any
laws other than the Political Reform Act: Contact the District Attorney, 619-531-4051, or the
California State Attorney General at oag.ca.gov, 800-952-5225.
▪ Federal Campaigns, Congress, U.S. Senate, President of the United States, etc.: Contact
the Federal Election Commission at fec.gov, 800-424-9530.
▪ Open Meeting Laws (Brown Act): Contact the District Attorney, 619-531-4051, or the California
State Attorney General at ag.ca.gov, 800-952-5225.
▪ Local Ordinances: Contact your local city attorney or the District Attorney, 619-531-4051.
▪ Vandalism: Contact your local police department or the sheriff, as appropriate.
▪ Requirements Concerning Campaign Signs: See the list of contacts in this Guide.

FEDERAL / STATE / LOCAL ENFORCEMENT OFFICES
Fair Political Practices Commission
1102 Q Street, Suite 3000
Sacramento, CA 95811-6539
Phone:
866-275-3772
FAX:
916-322-0886
fppc.ca.gov

Secretary of State - Political Reform Division
1500 11th Street, Room 495
Sacramento, CA 95814-5701
Phone:
916-653-6224
FAX:
916-653-5045
sos.ca.gov

Federal Election Commission
999 E Street, NW
Washington, DC 20463-0001
Phone:
800-424-9530
fec.gov
For the hearing impaired, TTY 202-219-3336

Attorney General
PO Box 944255
Sacramento, CA 94244-2550
Phone:
916-445-9555/800-952-5225
oag.ca.gov

San Diego County District Attorney’s Office
330 West Broadway, Ste. 1020
San Diego, CA 92101-3827
Phone:
619-531-4051
FAX:
619-685-6689
sdcda.org

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Federal Office Building
10385 Vista Sorrento Pkwy
San Diego, CA 92121-2703
Phone:
858-320-1800
FAX:
858-587-2300
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December 2017
Dear Candidate:
We write to invite you to participate in Voter’s Edge California, an online voter
guide produced by the League of Women Voters of California Education Fund in
partnership with MapLight. The site provides voters with all the candidates and
measures on their ballot, along with general election information. It’s unbiased
and easy to read, with an intuitive, modern interface.
On Voter’s Edge California, you can reach thousands of voters with a direct,
unfiltered message - at no charge. You populate your profile with in-depth
information like priorities, a biography, achievements, endorsements, a political
vision, and goals. And highlight your candidacy with a photo, videos, and links to
social media.
In 2016 Voter’s Edge California reached over 1.8 million voters, partnered with
78 media and community organizations across the state, and determined that
92% of users surveyed found the site extremely or very helpful.
We level the playing field for candidates through a source that voters trust.
Soon after the close of the candidate filing period you will receive an email with
information about getting started on votersedge.org. If you do not receive an
invitation within three weeks after the close of filing, feel free to send an inquiry
through join.votersedge.org.
Don’t miss this opportunity to share your message with voters! To see examples
of candidate profiles check this link: http://bit.ly/SanMateoHarborDistrict2016.
If you have questions, please feel free to get in touch. We look forward to
working with you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Stone
Membership & Technology Manager
League of Women Voters of California
(916) 442-7215
sstone@lwvc.org
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COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO
POLICY I-1 PLANNING AND SPONSOR GROUP POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
Purpose
To establish policy and procedures for the establishment and operation of planning and sponsor groups. This Policy shall
also establish procedures for the groups' primary responsibilities of updating the County of San Diego’s (County) General
Plan and reviewing discretionary regulatory projects.
Background
The County General Plan, adopted by the Board of Supervisors, meets the requirements of State law and provides broad
guidelines for the proper development of the unincorporated county. An accepted method for refining and updating the
General Plan is to prepare, adopt and implement local plans for the various unincorporated communities in the county.
Local planning is more responsive to local needs if there is a high level of citizen participation in the planning process.
The policies and procedures that follow are intended to encourage citizen participation and to provide a uniform process
in the preparation, revision and implementation of community and subregional plans for unincorporated areas of the
county and for the creation of planning and sponsor groups. These groups work closely with the local citizenry and staff
to help guide the course of growth in their respective planning areas.
Policy
It is the policy of the Board of Supervisors that:
Representative planning groups and sponsor groups be formed in the communities and subregions of the
unincorporated area for the purpose of advising and assisting the Director of Planning & Development Services, the
Zoning Administrator, the Planning Commission and the Board of Supervisors in the preparation, amendment and
implementation of community and subregional plans.
The procedures set forth herein shall be followed in the establishment of community and subregional plan boundaries,
the formation of planning and sponsor groups and in the preparation, amendment, and implementation of community
and subregional plans. Further, the groups may advise the County of San Diego (County) on discretionary projects as well
as on planning and land use matters important to their community.
Because planning and sponsor groups exist to advise the County, a planning and land use matter that does not require
County of San Diego approval may be discussed if properly noticed, but the only action that the group may take is an
action to advise the County of the group’s perspective on the issue.
The procedures set forth herein shall also guide the operations of all planning and sponsor groups, including the
consideration of planning business in public meetings and the administration of internal responsibilities that must be
carried out by all planning and sponsor groups throughout the year.

COMMUNITY BOUNDARIES
The Department of Planning & Development Services shall maintain a map of the unincorporated area of San Diego
County identifying the boundaries of all community and subregional plan areas, as well as sponsor group areas. The
boundaries shall reflect commonality of interest, topography, access, and existing district boundaries to the greatest
extent possible. If the boundaries of community and subregional plan areas are revised, voting precinct boundaries shall
also be revised if necessary to conform to these new boundaries.
The boundaries of group areas shall be defined at the time a group is established by the Board. The map shall be
reviewed periodically by LAFCO and SANDAG staff for consistency with regional planning efforts.
Each planning and sponsor group area and subregion shall be identified by name. The boundary map shall be reviewed
periodically by the Planning Commission and the Board. During such review, boundaries may be changed for good cause
by the Board after notification and comment by affected planning or sponsor groups. The Registrar of Voters shall be
notified within 30 days of the Board of Supervisors' actions. There shall be no boundary changes within 180 days prior to
an election.
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POLICY I-1 PLANNING AND SPONSOR GROUP POLICIES AND PROCEDURES (CONTINUED)
SPONSOR GROUP FORMATION
The principal function of a sponsor group is to be an information linkage between the community and County on matters
dealing with planning and land use.
A sponsor group may be formed through two different approaches by the Board of Supervisors. Any community
organization in an area where there is no elected planning group may seek designation by the Board of Supervisors as a
sponsor group upon obtaining the recommendation of the Supervisor(s) for their district. Formation of a sponsor group
may also be initiated upon the recommendation to the Supervisor of the district in which the need for a group has been
indicated.
Nominations for membership in a sponsor group may be solicited from the community-at-large, by departmental staff,
and/or the staff of the Supervisor's office. Each sponsor group member must be appointed by the Board of Supervisors.
A member cannot function as a sponsor group member until the Board has appointed the member and the member has
completed the community planning/sponsor group training pursuant to Article III, Section IV of the Planning and Sponsor
Group Bylaws contained in this Policy. Subsequent vacancies shall be filled in the manner specified in Article II, Section IV
of the Planning and Sponsor Group Bylaws contained in this Policy. The term of membership for sponsor groups
members is provided in Article II, Section III of said Bylaws.
The members of a sponsor group may, upon the recommendation of the Supervisor of their district and authorization by
the Board, stand for election as members of a planning group, thus bringing to an end their sponsor group status.

COMMUNITY PLANNING GROUP FORMATION
The formation of community planning groups is authorized by the Board of Supervisors and the planning group members
are elected by the registered voters in the community plan area.
Elections for planning groups that have been authorized by the Board of Supervisors will be conducted by the County
Registrar of Voters the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November of each even-numbered year. Except as
otherwise specifically provided herein, elections will be administered according to the California Elections Code. Sections
10500 through 10566 as they presently exist or may be amended in the future.
If by 5:00 p.m., on the 88th day prior to the election, the number of candidates does not exceed the number of positions
to be filled, the Registrar of Voters shall not conduct an election of such planning group, but shall certify the qualified
candidates to the Board of Supervisors for appointment. When the number of available positions equals or exceeds the
number of qualified candidates, the Board of Supervisors shall, during a regular Board meeting, appoint qualified persons
to the planning group as nominated by the Supervisor(s) of the applicable district(s). In either case, appointments shall
become effective the first Monday after January 1 following the election date. Notwithstanding the foregoing, no person
elected to membership on a planning group shall have, as against the County, the right to any specific term of
membership and the County may call an election for any group whenever the Board of Supervisors deems appropriate.
Only registered voters living in the planning area are eligible to be candidates and to vote in the election of the planning
group for that planning area. Candidates may obtain petition of nomination forms from the office of the Registrar of
Voters beginning on the 113th day prior to the election. To be a qualified candidate, the completed forms must be filed
with the Registrar of Voters office by 5:00 p.m., at least 88 days prior to the election. There shall be no 5-day extension
for candidate filing if an incumbent fails to file by the 88th day before the election.
The Registrar of Voters shall number each seat on the planning group 1 up to 15. For the purpose of election and filling
vacancies, each planning group member shall be designated as filling a numbered seat.
The specific number of seats up for re-election shall not appear on the ballot. Instead the ballot shall state "Vote for no
more than Seven" or "Vote for no more than Eight" (with appropriate changes for subregional areas), depending on
which terms are expiring. In cases where the Board of Supervisors makes appointments to the group due to an
insufficient number of candidates, such appointments shall specify the seat number which the appointee is to fill.
In a newly authorized planning group, the 15 individuals receiving the highest number of votes shall become members of
the planning group. The top eight will receive a 4-year term, and the remainder will receive a 2-year term. This rule will
apply to the formation election only.
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POLICY I-1 PLANNING AND SPONSOR GROUP POLICIES AND PROCEDURES (CONTINUED)
The successful individuals, as certified by the Registrar of Voters, shall become members of the planning group beginning
on the first Monday after January 1 following the election. The Registrar of Voters shall provide each newly elected
individual with a copy of the certified election results. Any person who fails to comply with any of the requirements as
outlined by the Registrar of Voters shall be ineligible for membership on a planning group.
The recall of a planning group member shall be governed by the provisions of Division 11 of the California Elections Code,
as it presently exists or may be amended in the future, regarding the recall of local officers. A planning group member
shall be regarded as a local officer solely for the purpose of implementing the recall provisions of Division 11. The terms
“governing board” and “governing body” referenced in Division 11 mean, for the purpose of implementing the recall
provisions of Division 11, the community planning group whose member is the subject of a recall petition. The Registrar
of Voters shall determine the method of conducting a recall election for a planning group member.
Subsequent vacancies shall be filled in the manner specified in Article II, Section IV of the Planning and Sponsor Group
Bylaws contained in this Policy. The term of membership for planning group members is provided in Article II, Section III
of the Bylaws.
Election of Planning Groups in Subregions
To ensure adequate neighborhood representation for each section in a subregion, the Board of Supervisors may identify
sections of the subregion and determine the number of members and numbered seats to be filled from each section, at
least 180 days in advance of the election, and direct the Registrar to so indicate on the ballot. Only registered voters
living in a given section of a subregion are eligible to represent that section on the planning group. All registered voters
in the subregion may vote to elect members for vacant seat(s) from each section. If the number of candidates does not
exceed the number of vacancies in each section, the Registrar shall not conduct an election for that section but shall
certify the qualified candidates to the Board of Supervisors for appointment.
If a planning group member changes his/her legal address to a different section of the subregion from that in which
he/she was elected or appointed to represent, that group member shall immediately forfeit his/her position in the
planning group. This vacancy may then be filled by a resident from that section of the subregional plan area where the
vacancy occurred in accord with Article II of the Bylaws.

FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE
No person who is a candidate for membership on a community planning group shall accept or receive any campaign
contribution which either: (1) is from a source other than a natural person; or (2) will cause the total amount contributed
by the same person (other than the candidate himself or herself) with respect to a single election, including
contributions to any agent or committee on behalf of the candidate, to exceed the sum of $250.00.
Financial disclosure statements shall be filed as follows:
At the time of filing the petition for nomination with the Registrar of Voters, planning group candidates shall file, and
within 30 days of assuming office sponsor group and planning group members shall file, financial disclosure statements
disclosing all financial interests in disclosure categories 1, 2, 3 and 7 below (investments, interests in real property and
business positions). Thereafter, sponsor group and planning group members shall file annually (no later than March 31
covering the preceding calendar year), and within 30 days of leaving office, financial disclosure forms disclosing all
financial interests in all disclosure categories below. All statements by candidates for and members of planning groups
shall be filed with the Registrar of Voters. All statements by members of sponsor groups shall be filed with the Clerk of
the Board of Supervisors.
Financial disclosure statements shall be made on forms prescribed by the Fair Political Practices Commission (FPPC) and
supplied by the Department of Planning & Development Services. The jurisdiction to which the financial disclosure
requirements relate shall be the community planning or sponsor group area served by the group member, and real
property shall be deemed "within the jurisdiction" if the property or any part of it is located within or not more than two
miles outside the boundaries of the jurisdiction. (See Gov. Code § 82035) The members shall provide all financial
information in respect to investments, real property and income relating to the jurisdiction required on the FPPC
disclosure forms in the following disclosure categories:
1. Investments (other than those held by a business entity or trust).
2. Interests in Real Property (other than those held by a business entity or trust) "Interests in Real Property" does not
include the principal residence of the filer for purposes of disclosures.
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POLICY I-1 PLANNING AND SPONSOR GROUP POLICIES AND PROCEDURES (CONTINUED)
3. Interest in Real Property and Investments Held by Business Entities and Trusts.
4. Income (other than loans and gifts)
5. Income - Loans
6. Income - Gifts
7. Business Positions
8. Commission Income, Income and Loans to Business Entities and Income From Rental Property
In addition, candidates for membership of a planning group shall file with the Registrar of Voters campaign disclosure
statements in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 4 of the Political Reform Act of 1974 (Gov. Code Section
84100 et. seq.).
Planning and sponsor group members who do not completely and accurately file financial disclosure statements
pursuant to the provisions of this Policy shall not receive legal defense and indemnification from the County pursuant to
Article VIII of the Bylaws contained in this Policy until financial disclosure statements are filed pursuant to the provisions
of this Policy.

OPERATION OF PLANNING GROUPS AND SPONSOR GROUPS
Conduct and operation of the planning and sponsor groups is governed by this Policy, and the Brown Act, as well as by
Bylaws and Standing Rules that may be adopted by the groups. Bylaws and Standing Rules may supplement this Policy
but may not supersede it in any manner.
Planning and sponsor group members are not County decision makers. They act in an advisory capacity to the Director of
Planning& Development Services, the Zoning Administrator, the Planning Commission, the Board of Supervisors, and
others involved in the County land development process. Planning and sponsor groups are not empowered by ordinance
or policy to render decisions of any kind on behalf of the County of San Diego or its appointed or elected officials. These
groups are recognized as having a working relationship with the County on planning and land use matters. Community
issues not related to planning or land use are not within the purview of these groups.
No planning or sponsor group member shall request any project proponent to make any contribution of money, goods,
services or any other things of value to the community or to any person or organization within the community as a
condition of or for receiving the favorable vote of the group or any of its members. Planning and sponsor groups and
their members shall not make direct requests to project applicants for additional studies. This prohibition includes, but is
not limited to, requests for further analysis of potential project impacts, additional studies and additional mitigation.
These requests shall be made to the assigned County project manager, who will make a determination as to whether the
requested study or mitigation is necessary. As part of a group’s recommendation on a project, planning and sponsor
groups can make recommendations for conditions of approval relating to a development proposal provided the
recommended conditions of approval are consistent with State law and County ordinances.
Disqualification
No planning or sponsor group member shall make, participate in making, or in any way attempt to use his or her position
on the planning or sponsor group to influence the making of any decision which he or she knows or has reason to know
will have a reasonably foreseeable material financial effect, distinguishable from its effect on the public generally as
described in Article VII, Section II of the planning and sponsor group Bylaws contained in this Policy. Members shall
disqualify themselves from group business in accordance with Article VII, Section III of the Bylaws, but may represent
their personal interests in the manner specified in Article VII, Section IV of the Bylaws.
Planning and Sponsor Group Meetings
All group meetings shall be in accordance with the requirements of the Ralph M. Brown Act (Gov. Code Sections 54950
and following) and Article VI of the Planning and Sponsor Group Bylaws. All planning and sponsor group meeting agendas
shall follow the meeting agenda template provided in Attachment A of this Policy. Group business, adjournments and
other similar actions should not be heard by the group before agendized Action Items.
Political Activity
The group will not endorse, take action on, or support any political activity (e.g. the support of any candidate for office).
The group may, however, provide a public forum for the discussion of planning issues which are important to their
community.
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Legal Defense and Indemnification
Planning and sponsor group members may receive legal defense and indemnification through the Office of County
Counsel if the criteria in Article VIII of the Planning and Sponsor Group Bylaws contained in this Policy are met. To be
eligible to receive County Counsel assistance, a group member must make a written request to County Counsel for
defense and indemnification within 5 business days of having been served with legal papers. The County of San Diego
may decline to defend a group member under the circumstances specified in Article VIII of the Planning and Sponsor
Group Bylaws contained in this Policy.
Planning and Sponsor Group Assistance
County staff is available to assist the planning and sponsor groups. The Department of Planning & Development Services
(Department) shall coordinate staff support for the groups. Assistance may be requested for periodic training regarding
areas of concern and for staff attendance at meetings to give additional information on selected projects.
The Department shall provide community planning/sponsor group training for new and seated members of the groups in
accordance with Article III, Section IV of the Planning and Sponsor Group Bylaws contained in this Policy.
The Department shall interpret and recommend revisions of Policy I-1, recommend changes in planning area boundaries,
recommend creation of new groups and provide general resolution of problems that may arise in the course of group
activities. The Department shall coordinate the appointments and confirmation of new planning group and sponsor
group members with the Board of Supervisors and the Registrar of Voters.
Planning and Sponsor Group Expenses
The Department shall cover authorized expenses incurred by the group while doing group business. The list of
reimbursable expenses is below. Other expenses for which reimbursement is sought must be reviewed and approved by
the Department prior to those expenses being incurred. The allocation of reimbursements among the groups shall be
reviewed annually and shall reflect the workload of the group.
1. Posting Public Notices in Newspaper
2. Postage
3. Copying
4. Office Supplies:
a) Calendars
b) File Folders
c) Paper
d) Envelopes
e) Return Address Stamps
f) Name-Plates
g) Equipment under $50.00
h) Other similar types of office supplies
5. Post Office Box Rentals
6. Meeting Hall Rentals not to exceed $100.00/ hour
7. Letterhead (must be purchased through the Department of Planning & Development Services)
8. Mileage is a reimbursable expense for the group Chair or his/her designee at County stakeholder and steering
committee meetings and public hearings for discretionary projects located within the Chair’s or his/her designee’s
community.
9. Telephone calls from the Chair, the Chair’s designee, and/or Secretary of the group when it is not possible to call using
the Department’s toll free telephone number.
Each reimbursement request shall not exceed $100.00 (except for meeting hall and post office box rentals) and must be
received by the Department within three months of purchase or receipt of invoice.
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PLAN PREPARATION
During the preparation or update of a community or subregional plan, the role of the planning or sponsor group is to
advise and provide recommendations to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors on the proposed community
or subregional plans. The group shall be assisted by County staff in preparing the community or subregional plan and
related documents pursuant to this Policy.
Research and Analysis
During the research phase, staff may gather data on existing and needed public services, population, environmental
constraints and other information related to the potential for development within the community or subregional plan
area. A community conference may be sponsored by the planning or sponsor group to identify community needs,
aspirations and issues.
During this stage of the program, the group should become familiar with the adopted County General Plan, and the
existing Community Plan and Text. The needs of the community should be assessed, and the data prepared by staff
should be reviewed by the group.
Goals and Policies
Based on the community conference, the adopted County General Plan, and other relevant planning policies, staff shall
prepare draft goals and policies for the consideration of the group. The purpose of the draft goals and policies shall be to
give direction to the subsequent more specific detailed planning that will be done to complete a preliminary plan. The
draft goals and policies may address community preference with respect to the appropriate timing for annexation or
incorporation of areas within the community or subregional plan area.
The planning or sponsor group shall review and revise the staff prepared goals and policies with staff assistance and
approve a draft set of goals and policies for publication. Any conflicts between the preliminary goals and existing County
policy or planning principles will be resolved at this time. The draft goals and policies shall be well publicized throughout
the community and the group shall hold an open community meeting to discuss the draft. Subsequent to the meeting,
acceptance of the final draft goals and policies will be by a majority vote of the authorized group membership.
Plan Formulation
Based on the accepted community goals and policies, staff will prepare a preliminary plan consisting of a land use map,
proposed zoning and a text setting forth goals, policies, and standards. In the course of scheduled public meetings, staff
proposals will be revised by the planning group. With the help of community input during these meetings, a revised
preliminary plan, hereafter referred to as the proposed plan, will be prepared and approved by the group.
Staff will identify for the group, the Planning Commission and the Board of Supervisors any differences between the
proposed plan and existing County policy, fundamental planning principles, or the accepted community goals and
policies. Differences thus identified would result in a recommendation to either change County policy or the proposed
plan.
There may be instances where staff and the group disagree on parts of the proposed plan in which case both proposals
should be brought forward to the Planning Commission and the Board of Supervisors.
The expenditure of County funds is authorized to pay for the printing and distribution of a preliminary goals report and
preliminary plan map and report for a community which has been duly authorized by the Board to prepare or update a
community or subregional plan, subject to the existence of sufficient funds in the Department budget for such
publication and distribution.
The preparation of a community or subregional plan or its update shall be completed within two years from the date of
Board authorization, unless specifically modified or extended by action of the Board of Supervisors. The proposed plan
shall then be processed with all due speed in compliance with applicable environmental review, public hearing
notification and general plan amendment scheduling as determined by the Board of Supervisors.

PLAN ADOPTION
Planning Commission Hearing
Staff will prepare the necessary notice of public hearing and other documents as required by law. If feasible, the Planning
Commission may hold its hearing in the planning area. It is the responsibility of the group to assist staff in presenting the
proposed plan at the hearing.
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The purpose of the public hearing is to assure everyone an opportunity to present testimony on the proposed plan and
proposed zone reclassifications. Since every resident of the unincorporated county will be affected either directly or
indirectly by the plan, the hearing is an important part of the democratic process. Upon completion of the hearing, the
Planning Commission may approve the plan and recommend its adoption to the Board of Supervisors or may
recommend revisions to the plan.
Board of Supervisors Hearing
The Board of Supervisors must also conduct an advertised public hearing. After closing the hearing, the Board may adopt
the plan or direct that the plan be revised. In the latter case, the plan must be returned to the Planning Commission for a
recommendation on any substantial proposed revisions not previously considered by the Planning Commission, prior to
the final adoption of the plan by the Board of Supervisors.
PLAN AMENDMENTS
It is the role of the planning and sponsor groups to review and make recommendations on proposed amendments to the
community or subregional plan. Staff shall present proposed amendments to the group prior to the plan amendment
being transmitted to the Planning Commission and the Board of Supervisors.
PLAN REVISION
Upon authorization of the Board of Supervisors, a comprehensive revision to an existing community plan may be
undertaken, in which case the provisions of this Policy related to Plan Preparation shall apply. Staff is not authorized to
work on comprehensive plan revisions without specific Board authorization.
PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
Proponents of development are encouraged to submit their development proposals to the planning groups for a
preliminary review prior to formal application to the County. This procedure could be more cost effective to the
applicant and could result in earlier resolution of local concerns. Preliminary review does not eliminate or replace the
group's formal review and/or appeal rights as a part of the normal application process.
The planning or sponsor group shall advise the Director of Planning & Development Services, the Zoning Administrator,
the Planning Commission and the Board of Supervisors in the implementation of the adopted community or subregional
plan. In carrying out this responsibility, the group shall advise on development proposals, rezones, general plan
amendments, and similar matters which would impact their planning area. Planning and sponsor group comments on
these proposals are strictly advisory. Group recommendations must be in writing, and must represent a majority of the
planning or sponsor group's authorized membership. Minority opinions may be provided, and shall be accompanied by a
statement identifying what portion of the group endorses the statement.
The group shall forward its recommendation to the Department pursuant to Form #534 (Attachment B), so that the
recommendation can be included in correspondence to the project applicant and as part of the staff report for the
appropriate hearing body or officer (the Director of Planning & Development Services, the Zoning Administrator, the
Planning Commission and the Board of Supervisors). Every effort should be made to submit a group recommendation
within seven calendar days following a meeting.
The staff report to the hearing body or official shall indicate if the County has received an official recommendation
and/or a minority report from the affected planning or sponsor group. If no recommendation is provided, the hearing
body or official may request one from the planning or sponsor group.
Proposed Publicly-Initiated Projects
The planning or sponsor group may make recommendations on proposed publicly-initiated planning and land use
projects based on their consistency with the adopted community or subregional plan.
County staff shall inform the group of all proposed publicly-initiated planning and land use projects, including zoning
amendments, proposed plan amendments, and proposed text revisions. Such proposals shall be presented to the group
for review prior to being presented to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors.
1.

The Department of Planning & Development Services shall provide each group with timely notice of private
development or land use proposals that are filed with the County and located within each group’s community
planning or sponsor group area.
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2.

The Department of Planning & Development Services shall provide each group with one hard copy and an electronic
copy of permit applications and plans associated with each project. The hard copy shall be used for display during
public meetings and the electronic copy shall be promptly made available upon receipt by the Chair or his/her
designee to members of the planning or sponsor group to provide members with adequate time to review permit
applications and plans prior to meetings.

3.

Public notices mailed by County staff upon submittal of private development applications shall include the following
information: Name of the pertinent planning/sponsor group, where and when the group meets, and a link to the
County of San Diego website where the group’s agenda can be.

4.

Each group Chair or his/her designee shall coordinate with the project applicant’s point of contact to place the
project on the agenda for group consideration and recommendation. Each group Chair or his/her designee should
notify the project applicant’s point of contact and the County Project Manager at least two weeks in advance of the
scheduled meeting. Every effort should be made to have the meeting occur within 30 days following application
submittal to the Department of Planning & Development Services. This is because when a project is submitted, the
County Project Manager provides the initial scoping letter that identifies project issues after a 30 day review period.
Ideally, a planning or sponsor group’s comments/recommendations are included in this initial letter to inform the
applicant of community concerns. If a project is unable to be considered by a planning or sponsor group within the
first 30 days after project submittal, the group’s recommendation will be sent to the project applicant by the County
Project Manager via a separate letter.

5.

Each group shall conduct its meetings in accordance with the Brown Act and any other legal requirements, including
but not limited to the Political Reform Act and Conflict of Interest Codes, necessary to assure the project's
proponents and opponents and other members of the public receive a fair opportunity to be heard.

6.

Each group shall complete its review, write its recommendation, and forward it to the Department of Planning &
Development Services pursuant to Form #534 (Attachment B) so that the recommendation can be included in
transmittal of the project correspondence/staff report to the project applicant and the applicable hearing body or
officer. Every effort should be made to submit the group recommendation within seven days following a meeting.

7.

The staff report to decision makers on private development proposals shall include the official advisory group
recommendation. If such a recommendation is not provided by the group, the staff report to decision makers shall
indicate that no statement was filed by the planning or sponsor group.

APPEAL PRIVILEGES
The planning and sponsor groups are authorized free appeal privileges on all discretionary land use matters that are
located within their community planning or sponsor group area.
The decision to file an appeal must be approved by a majority of the group's authorized membership. If no group
meeting at which the appeal item may be placed on the agenda a minimum of 72 hours in advance (to ensure Brown Act
noticing requirements) is scheduled prior to the end of the appeal period, the Chair of the group may file the appeal or
must file the appeal if so directed by petition of a majority of the group's membership. The decision to appeal shall then
be confirmed by a majority of the group's authorized membership at their next meeting. Failure to achieve a majority
vote in favor of appeal at the next group meeting shall require the group to withdraw the appeal. The group Chair or
his/her designee shall promptly notify the County project manager that the group confirmed the decision to appeal or
that the group withdraws the appeal.
PLANNING AND SPONSOR GROUP BYLAWS
ARTICLE I - PURPOSE AND AUTHORITY
Section I The authority for the establishment of a planning or sponsor group (group) is in the San Diego County Board
of Supervisors Policy I-1 entitled, "Planning and Sponsor Group Policies and Procedures." Policy I-1 also governs the
group's operations.
Section II The purpose of the group is to advise the Department of Planning & Development Services, the Zoning
Administrator, the Planning Commission and the Board of Supervisors on discretionary projects and on planning and land
use matters important to their community.
Section III The group is a non-partisan, non-sectarian, non-profit-making organization. It does not take part officially in,
nor does it lend its influence to, any political issues.
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Section IV Planning group members are not County decision makers. They are advisors to the Director of Planning &
Development Services, the Zoning Administrator, the Planning Commission and the Board of Supervisors only. Such
groups are not empowered by ordinance or policy to render a decision of any kind on behalf of the County of San Diego
or its appointed or elected officials.
Section V These Bylaws may be amended only by action of the San Diego County Board of Supervisors.
ARTICLE II - MEMBERSHIP
Section I Planning group membership shall be limited to adults (18 years of age or older) who are registered voters
living in the pertinent planning area. Sponsor group members appointed after June 3, 1998 shall be limited to adults who
are registered voters that either reside within the sponsor group boundaries or own property located within the sponsor
group boundaries.
Section II The group is limited to 15 members. Groups shall consist of an odd number of members, determined by the
Board of Supervisors, ranging from a minimum of 5 members to a maximum of 15 authorized members. Neighborhood
representation by a specific number of members is permitted. Elected and appointed members shall reflect that
prescribed ratio of representation.
Section III Membership on planning and sponsor groups shall be for four (4) years. Numbers shall be assigned to all
seats. Planning group members will retain their membership until the first Monday after January 1 following the election,
after which, if reelected, they will begin a new term. If not reelected, members may retain membership until replaced by
the newly elected members of the planning group. Planning group seats shall be up for election in the following years:
a. for even numbered seats: 1986, and each fourth year thereafter;
b. for odd numbered seats: 1988, and each fourth year thereafter.
For sponsor groups, the four year term shall expire on the first Monday after January 1, in the following years:
a. for even numbered seats: 2003, and each fourth year thereafter;
b. for odd numbered seats: 2001, and each fourth year thereafter.
Appointees to vacancies shall serve out the full unexpired term of the vacant seat.
Section IV Candidates for vacancies occurring in the membership of the group must meet all the requirements for
membership, as set forth elsewhere in this Policy. Vacancies are filled in accordance with the group's Standing Rules. If
there are no applicable Standing Rules, vacancies are filled from the list of candidates in the election in order of the
number of votes they received; and if no list exists, volunteers may be accepted. Confirmation of the candidate from an
Election list or of a volunteer shall be by majority vote of the remaining members of the group. Only upon appointment
by the Board of Supervisors can the new candidate assume the responsibilities of membership. The process of filling
vacancies shall maintain neighborhood representation if applicable. In addition, appointments to planning and sponsor
groups must be made to a specifically numbered seat.
Solicitation for candidates to fill vacancies may be made in the notices of meetings published in a local paper.
Section V All Chairs shall provide a valid email address to the Department of Planning & Development Services to
receive electronic copies of project applications and plans associated with discretionary projects. Group Chairs shall
coordinate with all members to promptly make available copies of project applications and plans associated with
discretionary projects.
ARTICLE III - DUTIES
Section I The group conducts such business and takes such actions as are necessary to accomplish its purpose as
defined in Article I, Section II, of these Bylaws.
Section II The group solicits comments from all citizens regarding all aspects of their planning duties. Project
proponents must always be advised in advance when their project is an agenda item for discussion and possible action.
Section III Group chairs are encouraged to meet collectively from time to time with the Chair of the County Planning
Commission to discuss community planning and regional planning issues and to advise the Planning Commission on
planning matters.
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Section IV Annually each seated member must complete a community planning/sponsor group training available online
and in person. All newly elected and appointed planning group and newly appointed sponsor group members being
seated on the first Monday after January 1 shall complete the community planning/sponsor group training in person
prior to being seated. All planning and sponsor group members appointed after the first Monday after January 1 shall
complete the planning and sponsor group training online prior to being seated.
Section V Each member shall comply with the provisions of this Policy and the Ralph M. Brown Act and required
training. Any alleged violation of the provisions of the Ralph M. Brown Act or this Policy may be investigated by the
Department of Planning & Development Services and appropriate actions may be taken, including those actions detailed
in Article VIII of the Bylaws of this Policy.
Section VI Each group may be represented by the Chair or his/her designee at all County hearings.
ARTICLE IV – OFFICERS
Section I The election of officers is a responsibility of group membership and is governed in accordance with the
Group's Standing Rules. If there are no applicable Standing Rules, the following Sections II through VI apply.
Section II The group elects from its members the following officers: Chair, ViceChair and Secretary. Officers shall be
elected annually upon nomination by members of the group or by a slate of nominees prepared by a nominating
committee. A majority vote of the authorized membership is required to elect officers. Newly elected officers shall take
office at the end of the meeting during which they were elected.
Section III If an office is vacated, the Chair will temporarily appoint a member of the group to fill the vacancy until a new
officer is elected. Such election shall be held within 30 days of the vacancy.
Section IV The Chair provides general supervisory guidance to the group and presides over all its meetings. The Chair
develops the meeting agenda. The Chair assigns coordinating duties to the Vice-Chair as necessary. The Chair is the sole
official spokesperson for the group unless this responsibility is delegated by the Chair. The Chair may vote on every
motion put before the members.
Section V In the absence of the Chair, the Vice-Chair assumes the duties and responsibilities of the Chair. The Chair may
create a file of correspondence during his or her tenure. At the end of the Chair's term, this file shall be added to the
correspondence file maintained by the Secretary.
Section VI One person may be elected Secretary or the responsibilities may be rotated among the group's membership.
However, regardless of the number of people who serve as Secretary, the following functions must be carried out. The
Secretary records the minutes of all group meetings and maintains a file of all group correspondence. The Secretary
keeps the roll, certifies the presence of a quorum, and keeps a record of actions as they occur at each meeting. If the
group meets regularly once a month, minutes shall be sent to the Department of Planning & Development Services,
when feasible, two weeks after the minutes are approved by the group but no later than two months from the time the
meeting described in the minutes occurred; if the group meets regularly twice a month, minutes shall be sent to the
Department of Planning & Development Services, when feasible, eight days after the minutes are approved by the group
and no later than one month from the time the meeting described in the minutes occurred. Minutes shall record the
motions and the names of those who make and second motions if seconds are required. Likewise, the minutes shall
indicate which members voted against, disqualified themselves, or abstained from voting on a motion. If a member
disqualified themselves, the minutes shall state the reason. (All planning/sponsor group agendas and minutes are kept
on file in the Office of the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors as required by the Public Information Act.) It will be the
responsibility of County staff to place published legal advertisements for groups who are involved in Plan Updates.
Groups not involved in an Update shall be responsible for placing legal advertisements for group meetings. County staff
shall reproduce and distribute the group's meeting notices and minutes to interested parties for a nominal fee.
ARTICLE V - SUBCOMMITTEES
Section I The conduct and membership of subcommittees is a responsibility of the group's membership and is
governed in accordance with the group's Standing Rules. If there are no applicable Standing Rules, the following Sections
II through V apply. However, no subcommittee shall include a quorum of the planning or sponsor group.
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Section II The Chair shall appoint the chair of all subcommittees (except the nominating subcommittee) and all its
members with the concurrence of a majority of the group. There may be standing as well as ad hoc subcommittees.
Chairs of subcommittees must be members of the planning and sponsor group. Membership on the subcommittee is
open to all interested citizens, but requires nomination by the Chair and appointment by the group. All members of a
subcommittee may vote on subcommittee matters. However, at group meetings, only authorized group members may
vote.
Section III The purpose and scope of activities of each subcommittee shall be outlined in writing by the chair of the
group upon creation of the subcommittee, and shall relate to planning and land use matters important to their
community.
Section IV Each subcommittee chair shall be responsible for keeping records of actions and reports of the subcommittee
and shall submit these actions and report to the
group on a regular basis. A subcommittee Chair shall not act as a spokesperson of the group unless authorized to do so in
writing as set forth in Article IV, Section IV of these Bylaws or as officially designated by the group as shown in the official
minutes.
Section V A coordinating committee comprised of the chairs of each subcommittee may be formed to assemble
information from each subcommittee for presentation to the group. The chair or vice-chair of the group shall be the
Chair of the coordinating committee. The coordinating committee may serve in an advisory capacity to the chair on
administrative matters.

ARTICLE VI - ORGANIZATION PROCEDURES
Section I Rosenberg’s Rules of Order, Robert's Rules of Order or Ray Keesey's Modern Parliamentary Procedures shall
govern the operation of the planning and sponsor groups in all cases not otherwise covered by these Bylaws. The group
may formulate additional specific Standing Rules which do not conflict with or supersede these Bbylaws to govern the
conduct of its meetings.
Section II All group voting is on the basis of one vote per person, and no proxy, telephone-canvassed or absentee votes
are permitted. Secret ballots are not allowed.
Section III Unexcused Absences: Any member who misses three consecutive monthly meetings, six consecutive twicemonthly meetings, or misses non-consecutively one-third of the total number of meetings in any one calendar year shall
forfeit his/her membership. Such forfeiture (i.e., a vacancy) shall be acknowledged by a majority vote of the remaining
authorized membership at the next succeeding meeting of the group. Also, by a vote of the majority of the remaining
authorized membership, the group may waive recognition of the forfeiture for cause.
This provision may be made more restrictive in the group's Standing Rules. Such vacated membership will be
filled in the manner described in Article II, Section IV of these Bylaws.
Section IV All group meetings shall comply with the requirements of the Brown Act (Gov. Code Section 54950 and
following) and any other legal requirements. All meetings of the group and its subcommittees are open to the public and
are to be held in a public place which is known in the community as a facility used for public assembly. Notice of all group
meetings shall be placed in a community newspaper at least five days prior to the meeting, if available. In addition, a
final agenda shall be posted 72 hours before the meeting is held outside of the established meeting location in a public
place that is open to the public 24 hours a day. The community planning or sponsor group must provide a copy of the
agenda to the Department of Planning & Development Services at least 72 hours before a meeting convenes to ensure
agendas are posted on the County of San Diego website prior to a meeting. In addition, a meeting agenda will be mailed
upon request by Department staff, for which a fee may be charged. All community planning/sponsor group meeting
agendas shall follow the meeting agenda template provided in Attachment A of this Policy. Group business,
adjournments and other similar actions should not be heard by the group before agendized Action Items.
Section V A quorum of the group shall consist of more than 50% of its authorized membership. No vote of the group
constitutes an official position of the group on matters of planning and land use, unless passed by a majority of its
authorized membership, unless otherwise required in this Policy. Any action not made in accordance with Policies I-1 or
the Brown Act shall not constitute an official action of the group and shall not be considered by the appropriate hearing
body as an official vote.
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Section VI Reconsideration of a previous vote is permissible only if pertinent new information is brought to the attention
of the group and the new information could not, with the exercise of reasonable diligence, have been provided at or
before the meeting at which the prior vote was taken. A vote to reconsider requires a majority vote. If the group votes to
reconsider, then the group may reconsider the project in light of the new information.
Section VII Board of Supervisors referrals on specific projects shall be placed on the agenda of the next properly noticed
regular group meeting for discussion and an official action.
ARTICLE VII – CONFLICT OF INTEREST
Section I
Service on community planning and sponsor groups is a public trust. Group members must not engage in
any activity where there is conflict between their private interests and the public interests of the community
represented. Group members are encouraged to avoid situations which could give the appearance of such a conflict.
Group members may not use their planning and sponsor group positions to induce or coerce, or appear to induce or
coerce, any person or entity to provide financial benefit to themselves or other entity or person, nor may planning and
sponsor group members use information not available to the public to secure private gain for either themselves or their
families.
(a.)

Bribery or Graft. Planning and sponsor group members shall not solicit, accept or agree to accept anything of
value in return for performing or refraining from performing their planning group duties.

(b.)

Gratuities. Planning and sponsor group members shall not solicit or accept any gift, gratuity, favor,
entertainment, loan or any other thing of monetary value aggregating to $250 or more, either directly or
indirectly, from any person, firm, corporation or other entity which would benefit materially from the outcome of
a planning or sponsor group decision. Acceptance of any such gratuity must be reported under Chapter 7 of the
Political Reform Act of 1974 and will disqualify the member from participation in the group's activities related to
the person, firm, corporation or entity responsible for the gratuity.

Section II Disqualification
No group member shall make, participate in making, or in any way attempt to use his or her position on the planning or
sponsor group to influence the making of any decision which he or she knows or has reason to know will have a
reasonably foreseeable material financial effect, distinguishable from its effect on the public generally, on:
(a)

Any business entity in which the member has a direct or indirect investment worth two thousand dollars ($2,000)
or more;

(b)

Any real property in which the member has a direct or indirect interest worth two thousand dollars ($2,000) or
more;

(c)

Any source of income, other than gifts and other than loans by a commercial lending institution in the regular
course of business on terms available to the public without regard to official status, aggregating five hundred
dollars ($500) or more in value provided to, received by, or promised to the member within 12 months prior to
the time when the decision is made;

(d)

Any business entity in which the member is a director, officer, partner, trustee, employee, or holds any position
of management; or

(e)

Any donor of, or any intermediary or agent for a donor of, a gift or gifts aggregating $250 or more in value
provided to, received by, or promised to the member within 12 months prior to the time when the decision is
made.

Section III Manner of Disqualification
When a planning or sponsor group member determines that he or she should not make a decision because he or she has
a disqualifying interest in it, the determination not to act must be accompanied by disclosure of the disqualifying
interest. This determination and disclosure shall be made part of the group's official records.
Section IV Representation of Personal Interests
A planning or sponsor member who is disqualified above may appear before the group in the same manner as any other
member of the general public solely to represent himself or herself on a matter which is related to his or her personal
interests. 'Personal interests' include:
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(a)
(b)

An interest in real property wholly owned by the member or the member's immediate family; or
A business entity which is either wholly owned by the member or the member's immediate family, or is under the
member's sole direction and control or the sole direction and control of the member and the member's spouse
jointly."

ARTICLE VIII – DEFENSE AND INDEMNIFICATION
In order to encourage the fullest possible participation of qualified and interested persons as members of planning
groups and sponsor groups, the Board of Supervisors, as a matter of public policy only, has decided in its discretion that
the members of such planning groups and sponsor groups should receive legal defense and indemnification provided the
members meet the criteria in this Policy.
It is the policy of the Board of Supervisors:
(a).

To defend and indemnify, through the office of County Counsel, any member of a planning group or sponsor
group against any civil claim or proceeding against such member, if all the following circumstances exist:
1. The person is a duly elected or appointed member of a recognized planning or sponsor group at the time the
alleged act or omission occurred;
2. The alleged act or omission occurred during a lawful meeting of the recognized planning or sponsor group, or
at a lawful meeting of a subcommittee, the members of which were appointed by a planning group or
sponsor group at a lawful meeting;
3. The alleged act or omission was within the reasonable scope of duties of a planning or sponsor group as
described in this Policy and was not in violation of any of the provisions of this Policy or the regularly adopted
by-laws of the planning or sponsor group;
4. The member completed the County’s most recent annual Community Planning/Sponsor Group training;
5. The member made a request in writing to County Counsel for defense and indemnification within five
working days of having been served with legal papers;
6. The member performed his/her duties in good faith with such care, including reasonable inquiry, as an
ordinarily prudent person in a like position would use under similar circumstances;
7. The member completed the most recent state mandated biannual ethics training course required by
Government Code Section 53234 (AB1234) and will provide evidence of completion upon request; and
8. The member timely and accurately filed financial disclosure statements (Form 700 and required schedules)
pursuant to the provisions of this Policy.

(b).

The County of San Diego may decline to represent a member of a planning or sponsor group who would
otherwise be entitled to defense and indemnification under this Policy if any of the following circumstances exist:
1. The member does not reasonably cooperate in good faith with County Counsel in the defense of the claim for
action; or
2. The member acted or failed to act because of fraud, corruption, actual malice or bad faith; or
3. The member has more than one prior substantiated violation of the provisions of the Ralph M. Brown Act or
this Policy.

(c).

Nothing in this Policy authorizes the County of San Diego to pay any part of a claim or judgment that is for
punitive or exemplary damages.

Sunset Date This Policy will be reviewed for continuance by 12/31/2023.
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Board Action
03-06-68

01-20-82 (23)

03-11-92 (4)

03-11-68 (93)

03-02-83 (29)

05-06-98

06-23-69 (98)

03-08-83 (56)

10-02-02 (3)

03-24-71 (12)

03-23-83 (25)

02-24-10 (2)

04-03-74 (30)

06-18-85 (54)

12-05-12 (4)

09-01-76 (4)

10-02-85 (18)

12-14-16 (16)

01-25-77 (145)

02-05-86 (5)

02-16-77 (23)

08-13-86 (5)

08-23-77 (56)

10-14-87 (38)

09-28-77 (20)

07-06-88 (14)

02-7-78 (103)

02-15-89 (5)

06-27-78 (71)

03-27-89 (10)

10-3-78 (50)

04-24-89 (11)

05-22-79 (130)

07-03-89 (5)

1. Department of Planning & Development Services
2. Registrar of Voters
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